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Amid protests from union
members, Steve Rosenstone,
chancellor of Minnesota State
Colleges and Universities, unveiled his new plan to improve
higher education state-wide.
Rosenstone addressed the
MnSCU board of trustees on
Sept. 20 in St. Paul and laid out
a strategic framework to redesign
the state’s college and university
system.
1VPQ[ÅZ[\ILLZM[[\W\PMJWIZL
as chancellor, Rosenstone said the
greatest risk facing MnSCU today
is the risk of business as usual.
“Business as usual won’t allow
us to meet the critical challenges
facing the state of Minnesota,”
he said. “Business as usual, in my
judgment, will not allow our colleges and universities to face the
challenges that they face.”
Rosenstone said Minnesota
colleges and universities are facing
some critical challenges. One of
which is the decrease in amount
of support given by the state.
“If we look at the amount of
support we received in the year
2000 per full time student we were
serving and compare it to the
amount of support we will receive
\PQ[aMIZÅ[KITaMIZXMZN]TT
time student we are serving, adR][\MLNWZQVÆI\QWV[\I\M[]XXWZ\
is down 48 percent,” Rosenstone
said.
The decrease in state support
has subsequently shifted the majority of the cost to students.
In 2002, Rosenstone said, 66
percent of higher education cost
was provided by the state and 34
percent came from tuition, while
\PMXZWRMK\QWVNWZQ[NWZ!
percent to come from the state
IVLXMZKMV\NZWU\]Q\QWV
“The important thing to keep
in mind here is that it’s not the
cost of higher education in our
system that’s gone up, it is who is
paying the cost that has changed,”
he said.
With state support on the
decline and student tuition on the
rise Rosenstone emphasized the
importance of managing the ways
in which MnSCU spends money.
“We’re under extreme cost
pressure,” he said, adding if
changes are not made costs will
grow beyond the resources available.
“We must put our shared
service initiative on steroids to
substantially reduce our administrative costs. We must also explore
ways to collaborate with the University of Minnesota, with private
colleges and with other organizations to reduce costs,” Rosenstone
said.
Cutting budgets and trying
to grow revenue may be part of
the solution, he said, but it won’t
eradicate the entirety of the issues
at hand.
“We need to redesign the way
we do things. We need to focus
a whole lot more on outcomes
and incentives and [be] willing to
challenge some of our traditions
and our conventions,” Rosenstone
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Students and professors sat around a table in the Alumni Room in Atwood Memorial Center, while Christopher Lehmann discussed his book ‘Slavery in the Upper Mississippi Valley 1787-1865’.

&RQYHUVDWLRQZLWKDQDXWKRUDERXW
6ODYHU\LQWKH8SSHU0LVVLVVLSL9DOOH\
Meg Iserloth
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Wednesday Christopher P.
Lehman, a professor of ethnic studies at SCSU, led a book talk in the
Atwood Memorial Center’s Alumni
Room. The subject of the book talk
was his published novel, “Slavery
in the Upper Mississippi Valley,
  º
The book explores many littleknown facts about slavery around
the Midwest, including the presence of African-American slaves
after the Northwest Ordinance of
 _I[XI[[MLM^MV\PW]OPQ\

was supposed to ban slavery in the
Upper Mississippi Valley.
“My specialty is AfricanAmerican studies, especially the
Civil Rights Movement period,”
Lehman said, “so for me to write a
book about slavery ... was completely out of my comfort zone. But
for some reason I felt like I had to
write it.”
The idea for Lehman’s novel
started out as an article about slavery in St. Cloud that was published
in the Stearns County Museum’s
newsletter. After receiving positive
feedback, Lehman decided to take
the next big step by turning the

article into a novel. However, when
publishers rejected Lehman’s idea
for “Slavery in the Upper Mississippi Valley”, he decided to move
\W_IZL\PM[]JRMK\WN ÅTUQV[\MIL
“Then after the books about
ÅTU_MZMX]JTQ[PMLM^MV\]ITTa1
had a lot of professors come to me
IVL[Ia»?PMZMKIV1ÅVLaW]Z
book about St. Cloud?’,” Lehman
said.
Lehman went on to summarize
a few points from his novel, including the reason slaves were still allowed in the upper Midwest despite
\PM6WZ\P_M[\7ZLQVIVKMWN  
declaring that part of the nation

free territory.
“What happened was, I think
that same year the Constitution was
written, and the Constitution came
after the Northwest Ordinance was
passed,” Lehman said. “So there
were plenty of people in government who felt that the Northwest
Ordinance was no longer valid
now that we had a new system of
government.”
One fact Lehman shared at the
book talk that wasn’t in his novel
was that “every single president
from Washington to Lincoln was

6HHAuthor / Page
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Multicultural Student Services at SCSU
has many different aspects with an overall goal
dedicated to helping and meeting the needs of
students of color on campus.
Multicultural Student Services provides
facilities and assistance to help students with
academics, programming, and personal de^MTWXUMV\<PMWNÅKMIT[WPMTX[[\]LMV\[_Q\P
ÅVLQVOZM[W]ZKM[IVLKWVVMK\QVO_Q\PW\PMZ
students.
“We are really here to help students be
successful with academics, and social and personal aspects of life,” said Shahzad Ahmad,
director of Multicultural Student Services.
)PUIL[IQL5;;ÅZ[\[\IZ\MLI\;+;=QV
\PM! [QVWVMNWZUWZIVW\PMZJ]\ZMITTa
LQLVW\OZW_]V\QT\PM!![_PMVQ\_I[ZMITized a comprehensive approach was needed
to aid the increase of cultural and foreign

Blizzardshack was well-attended

students at SCSU.
“When students transition from high
school or transfer schools, there are challenges,” Ahmad said.
Multicultural Student Services works
together with and assists many cultural student
organizations with planning events and programs.
Student organizations that work with
MSS include the African Student Association,
Hmong Student Organization, Somali Student Organization, the Vietnamese Student
Organization, and others.
Some of the events and programs planned
by MSS and cultural student organizations
throughout the year include various cultural
nights, celebrations of Black History Month
and Chicano/Latino History Month, the
Martin Luther King Birthday celebration,
and regular community luncheons between
students, faculty, and staff.

8IOM!
The yearly fall
event proved as
popular as ever this
year.

Multicultural Student Services has three
different locations on campus. The biggest
TWKI\QWVIVLPWUM\W\PMUIQVWNÅKM[Q[QV
Atwood Memorial Center. Atwood hosts
many of the events and programs planned by
student organizations connected to MSS, and
is also one of the most visited buildings on
campus by students.
The Atwood location of MSS works with
university departments to provide information on study abroad opportunities. Programs
through MSS include abroad programs to
Laos, Thailand, Mexico, and South Africa.
The Multicultural Academic Support
Center is another location of MSS, and can
be found in Centennial Hall. The Academic
Support Center’s services include advising, a
computer lab, study areas, and other resources
to help with academics.

6HHMulticultural / Page

Astronomy Public Nights

Page 4
SCSU hosts astronomy public
nights where community members
can see the stars.
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Tau State to start a new chapter in Minn.
Edward Chappell
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Oct. 1, the Delta Kappa Gamma Society International, a professional
honorary society of women educators,
will be taking a bold step by instating
a new statewide chapter, Alpha Meta.
The DKG “promotes professional and
personal growth of its members and excellence in education,” according to its
website, and the new chapter will help
increase representation and participation in the organization across the state.
The organization, originally founded as a secret society in 1929, now has
100,000 members in 2,600 chapters
throughout 17 countries.
“Women used to have to choose
between a family and a career and took
a second place to men,” said Phyllis
VanBuren, who serves the DKG as Tau
State Minnesota president and is a professor of Spanish, German, and foreign

language education at SCSU.
Some of the world’s foremost female educators, ranging from kindergarten to college, comprise the society
and membership is by nomination only.
“I remembered my own school
teachers being in this organization
and found it to be one of the greatest
honors that I could have received,”
said Mary Snorek, who was invited to
join DKG in 1978 and served as state
president from 2005 to 2007.
The new Alpha Meta chapter is a
ÅZ[\NWZ\PM,3/
¹)TXPIUMIV[ÅZ[\IVLUM\IUMIV[
to go beyond,” VanBuren said.
Instead of members meeting face to
face, the chapter plans to use technology such as Skype and GoToMeeting
to bring together female teachers across
the state, whereas most chapters’ membership is only 30 miles away.
“This will allow those with limited
mobility or blindness to participate

without relying on someone else for a
ride,” VanBuren said.
Another motive behind the new
chapter’s formation is that many others
have been disbanded due to various
reasons.
“These dedicated key women educators were not content to be members
only on lists; they wanted an active,
regular-functioning chapter,” wrote
VanBuren in her column at the St.
Cloud Times.
“My local chapter dissolved a few
years ago and I know the feeling of
being just a ‘card carrying’ member of
the Society,” said Snorek, who will lead
the new chapter. “When I was asked
to look into organizing this group, I
was excited for the possibilities that
existed.”
Besides engaging inactive members
of DKG, the new chapter will pursue
the original goals of the organization.
“We will focus on helping those people

interested in becoming educators and
support educators, as well as helping
through various forms of philanthropy,” wrote VanBuren in her St. Cloud
Times column.
The DKG donates approximately
$3 million each year to support education across the globe. The organization’s international project this year is
UNICEF schools in Africa, and the
money is also used to provide scholarships and grants to educators within
and outside the society.
Members are very excited for the
transition.
“As times change, the Society must
adapt. This chapter will serve as a
model for other states,” Snorek said,
adding, “all eyes will be focused on Tau
State and Alpha Meta. This can be the
beginning of a new age in The Delta
Kappa Gamma Society International.”

Address
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Multicultural Student Servies offers ‘academic assistance, personal development and multicultural programming to meet the needs of students of color at SCSU.’

Multicultural
Continued from Page 1

Education building is another resource and tutoring
center; this is the location for the Athletes for Success in
the Classroom program and the Multicultural Tutoring
Program. This location is also used for study groups, tutoring, meetings, and other get-togethers.
Multicultural Student Services also helps promote

leadership conferences for students. SCSU’s second annual
Power in Diversity Leadership Conference will be held in
January, where students can build leadership skills by participating in workshops and listening to speakers.
Multicultural Student Services provides many opportunities and resources to enhance one’s college experience.
“It’s a service to students to get the help they need and
be a part of a community with goals for success,” Ahmad
said.

A day in the life of the SGA President
Chelsea Christman
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Student Government President
Samantha Ivey works to represent the
administration and SCSU students.
Like every Student Government meeting, Ivey sits at the center table in the
Cascade room, surrounded by her
fellow political representatives. She
oversees the formal meeting, watching
and adding input as the senators discuss
matters and vote on issues.
Ivey is at the top of the executive
branch, with her cabinet creating the
bulk of the branch. The 28 elected
senators, who comprise the legislative
branch, vote, make decisions, and help
implement them.
As president, Ivey does not vote but
helps make and shape decisions. Her
elected vice president, Chris Norton,
and her appointed cabinet members
work with the senators to make decisions. Norton votes in the event of a tie.
So far, Student Government Association, or SGA, has passed some
resolutions, but they have bigger plans
for the future.
“We will be rewriting our constitution and going over issues in the university. As the year progresses, I encourage
students to stop in and address issues
to have their voices heard,” Ivey said.
SGA meetings are held every Thursday at 5 p.m. in the Cascade room and
they are open to anyone. Ivey and SGA
encourage students and staff to attend,
and they offer an open gallery time slot

for people to voice their concerns or
propose ideas at a center podium.
Ivey has ideas for the future, which
are her campaign promises.
“I plan to improve safety, build
Husky pride, protect student money,
and develop ways to serve our students
more effectively,” Ivey said. She has a
OQIV\\WLWTQ[\PIVOQVOQVPMZWNÅKM
with the plan. She views leadership as
a civil service with the leaders at the
bottom of organizations and the people
one leads above them.
“I see myself as an ambassador for
the students,” Ivey said. As an elected
WNÅKQITNWZ\PM[\]LMV\[[PM[XMIZPMIL[
issues and emphasizes them to the
university administration, but she is
ultimately a civil servant.
Ivey has developed a strong relationship with the SCSU administration,
including President Earl Potter, faculty,
and students. Considering the adminis\ZI\QWVI[IXIZ\VMZ[PMNMMT[KWVÅLMV\
approaching them with any concern.
Ivey has a positive working relationship
with the administration and they share
an open dialogue. She even attends
monthly business meetings with Potter.
The importance of the communication between SGA and the university is
pertinent to success, and Ivey is certain
that the students and administration are
on the same page.
The title of president comes with
countless hours of work and therefore
Ivey relies on a color-coordinated, speKQÅKKITMVLIZ\WUIVIOMPMZ\QUMIVL

simply survive.
“Student Government president
isn’t a job, it’s a lifestyle,” Ivey said.
She is afraid to count the many hours
she works as president, fearing it would
ZMÆMK\PMZTIKSWN I[WKQITTQNM
Ivey balances her time between
SGA, her Kappa Phi Omega sorority,
school, and a weekend job in her hometown of Rogers.
“Student Government is everything
to me because I have so much pride in
this organization; in what we do and
who we serve,” Ivey said.
Ivey is a senior double majoring in
political science and communication
studies. She hopes to attend law school
in the future and become a contract
and business attorney. Ivey also has
dreams of being a civil servant again
one day.
“I won’t rule out U.S. president if I
have the chance … and I wouldn’t rule
out governor either,” Ivey said.
Hannah Muerhoff, a junior at
SCSU, said she respects Ivey as a real
leader. Muerhoff is the legislative affairs
chair in SGA. Her job deals with issues
that affect students because of legislation, like cuts to higher education. She
believes Ivey is a strong woman who is
determined, compassionate, hard-working, and dedicated to the students.
“Sam is very professional, takes
her job seriously, and is a true leader
because she tackles challenges and goes
after her beliefs; it’s who she is,” Muerhoff said.

said. “We must make some
tough choices. We must think
differently.”
One major factor Rosenstone stressed was the utilization of those currently working
within the MnSCU system.
“I think we need to empower our colleges and universities, empower our faculty and
staff to be innovative, to be
more entrepreneurial,” he said.
Melinda Voss, public relations director for MnSCU, said
change has already begun.
“Presidents are already
working on the things they
can,” she said, adding action is
being taken across the state on
both a large and small scale.
“Putting this framework
into place is going to require
detailed plans, which have yet
to be developed,” Rosenstone
said.
Voss said more details
could be expected at the November board meeting.
The American Federation
of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME),
according to afscmemn.org,
stated the purpose of the
protest was, “to stop more
bonuses being paid to bosses
at Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities (MnSCU) at a
time when students are paying
more for tuition and other
employees are being laid off or
taking wage freezes.”

Author
Continued from Page 1
responsible a little bit for
making slavery in the Midwest
possible.” He explained that
not only did they appoint governors to upper Midwestern
territories that were slaveholders, but they also convinced
Southern soldiers to move up
north by letting them keep
their slaves once they got here.
“What’s been lost in the
discussion is nuance,” Lehman
said. “People are too comfortable when looking at the stereotypes in the South as being
pro-slavery ... and what happens is that people don’t know
about there being confederate
soldiers in the Midwest.”
Jacob Stoll, a freshman at
SCSU studying international
business, attended the book
talk because of his race relations class. “It was kind of interesting,” Stoll said. “I mean,
we never learned about how
even free states have slaves, like
Minnesota and other states in
the Midwest.”
The race relations class
also brought Jordan Peterson,
a sophomore majoring in
criminal justice, to the book
talk as well. Though he didn’t
get a chance to read “Slavery in the Upper Mississippi
Valley” yet, he said he would
¹LMÅVQ\MTaTQSM\WOM\\PMJWWS
that’s for sure. [The book talk]
was really interesting -- he’s
obviously a good author.”

Events
Calender
Get the scoop on
what’s going on around
campus this week.

Monday
The Finland
Phenomenon Workshop/Webinar
3:30p.m.- 5p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public.
Facilitated by Dr.
Kathy Johnson,
Department of Special
Education. This
event showcases Tony
Wagner’s documentary
on Finland.

Tuesday

Resume Writing
Seminar
11a.m.-11:50a.m.
This event is free and
open to the public. The
event will take place at
Centennial Hall, room
207. The event will
teach attendees on how
to write resumés.
Palmer
Chiropractic
Information
Session
11a.m.-12p.m.
The event is free and
open to the public and
will take place at the
Centennial Hall, room
215. The event will
teach students about
the Palmer College of
Chiroptractic.

Wednesday
Don’t Read This
Book!
7p.m.-8p.m. The event
is free and open to the
public and will take
place at the Miller
Learning Center
room 122. This event
will teach students
about the people who
determine what you
can and cannot read.

Thursday
PSEO Information
Night
5:30p.m.-7p.m. This
event is free and open
to the public. The
event will teach those
interested about the
PSEO program.

Saturday
Family Weekend
8a.m. This event is
free for students,$15
for adults and $5 for
children. This event
is a SCSU sponsored
day for families. Those
wishing to attend must
register beforehand via
SCSU’s website.
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SCSU students reach
out to educate children
Staff Report

<):)/7:5)6>1;=)4;-,1<7:

Planned Parenthood is located at 451 East St. Germain Street in St. Cloud. It offers a variety of
services for those who seek help with contraception, physicals and more.

Pregnancy resources
offered for students
Brenna Casey
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

According to the National Campaign to Prevent Teen and Unplanned Pregnancy, one in two
pregnancies in America are unplanned with over 76
percent of them occurring to women in their teens
and twenties.
?Q\P[PW_[[]KPI[¹<MMV5WUºIVL¹<PM
;MKZM\4QNMWN \PM)UMZQKIV<MMVIOMZºQVKZMI[QVO
awareness about the impact of teen and unplanned
pregnancy, now more than ever students and young
adults have the resources and support to make a
decision which is best for them.
With the relocation of the Pregnancy Resource
Center from Division in Midtown Square Mall to
the Coborn Plaza, students at SCSU have the opportunity to reach out for support and information
regarding crisis pregnancy, sexually transmitted infection testing and other sexual-heath related topics.
However, the Pregnancy Resource Center is just
one of the many resources students have available
to them as on-campus counseling at SCSU. Planned
Parenthood can also help students decide which
options may be right for him or her if they should
ÅVL\PMU[MT^M[QVIV]VXTIVVMLXZMOVIVKaWZW\PMZ
sexual crisis.
0I^QVO[MZ^ML\PM;\+TW]LIZMI[QVKM
Planned Parenthood has assisted thousands of individuals regarding birth control options, STI/STD
testing and treatment, and various other forms of
I[[Q[\IVKM?Q\PW^MZXMZKMV\WN 8TIVVML8IZMV\PWWL¼[XI\QMV\[JMQVOJM\_MMV\PMIOM[WN  IVL
many students have already taken advantage of the
services available to them at the St. Cloud clinic on
-I[\;\/MZUIQV
¹8TIVVML8IZMV\PWWLJMTQM^M[\PI\KWVÅLMV\QIT
affordable health care helps each of us live healthier
lives. We offer comprehensive health services including annual exams, birth control, cancer screenings,
and testing and treatment of sexually transmitted inNMK\QWV[ºM`XTIQVML2MVVQNMZ)]T_M[ZMOQWVITUMLQI
relations director of Planned Parenthood.
*W\P8TIVVML8IZMV\PWWLIVL\PM8ZMOVIVKa

Resource Center offer free pregnancy and STI/STD
testing to those who qualify. In addition, Planned
Parenthood also takes a preventative stance on pregnancy and STI/STD protection as they offer birth
control services at little or no cost to students.
“If you’re a student, it’s also likely that you qualQNaNWZW]Z67?XZWOZIU_PQKPXZW^QLM[UIVaWN 
these services at no cost. You can call or go online to
ÅVLW]\QN aW]Y]ITQNaº)]T_M[[IQL
67?Q[I[\I\MN]VLMLXZWOZIU_PQKPITTW_[
Y]ITQÅMLQVLQ^QL]IT[JM\_MMV\PMIOM[WN IVL
to have annual exams, testing and treatment of STIs,
family planning education, the ability to obtain birth
control and emergency contraception.
“Whether you have private insurance, are uninsured, or need no-cost services, Planned Parenthood
has a variety of payment options to meet patient
needs. Everyone is welcome, regardless of ability to
XIaº)]T_M[[IQL
While Planned Parenthood is a viable resource
for students, it is sometimes met with opposition.
8TIVVML8IZMV\PWWLQ[¹XZWKPWQKMºIVLWNNMZ[
IJWZ\QWVZMNMZZIT[\W\PW[M_PWÅVL\PMU[MT^M[QV
a position in which pregnancy is not an option or
is unwanted. The Pregnancy Resource Center puts
an emphasis on “loving the mother enough for her
\WTW^M\PMKPQTLºM`XTIQVMLI8:+ZMXZM[MV\I\Q^M
According to PRC’s website, they are an “abortion
KTQVQKIT\MZVI\Q^MºIVLXZW^QLMI[[Q[\IVKMQVPMTXing the potential parent to make an informed and
planned approach to an unwanted pregnancy.
The Pregnancy Resource Center is often referred
\WI[I¹+PZQ[\QIVºXZWOZIUI[\PMa[\ZWVOTa[]XXWZ\
the options of adoption and parenting for pregnancies.
SCSU students now more than ever have the
ability to reach out for support, advice and counseling as Planned Parenthood, the Pregnancy Resource
Center, and SCSU counseling services are near and
readily available.
Planned Parenthood can be reached by calling
!#\PM8ZMOVIVKa:M[W]ZKM+MV\MZ¼[
XPWVMV]UJMZQ[!#IVL;+;=+W]V[MTQVO;MZ^QKM[KIVJMZMIKPMLJaKITTQVO 

¹5ISQVOILQNNMZMVKMºUIa
sound like a cliché but this phrase
has not lost its effect for SCSU
Association for the Education of
Young Children.
As a volunteer organization,
AEYC works with young children
and their families in the St. Cloud
community helping them with
educational efforts.
Jasmine Teh, co-chair of the
SCSU AEYC, said her experiMVKMI[I¹ZMILQVOJ]LLaºUILM
her happy because she had the
chance to read stories to children
who may not come from a family
where their parents could read
them a story.
“Many people think all American kids are lucky but through my
experience, I have learned that
\PQ[Q[IUQ[KWVKMX\QWVº<MP[IQL
“and actually many American
children’s lives are incomplete in a
sense that they either come from
a broken family or are uneduKI\MLº
Teh added, “Sometimes all
they need is companionship
_PQKP\PMaKIVVW\ÅVLI\PWUMº
A boy once told Teh he was very
happy to stay back after-school for
programs like the reading buddy
program.
Members of the SCSU AEYC
also have volunteered for “The
6]\KZIKSMZºIXTIaJa\PM-I[\[QLM*Wa[IVL/QZT[+T]J<PMa
helped with the backstage duties

such as the setup, make-up and
costume changes. Teh said it was
a great opportunity to spend time
with the children.
The SCSU Association for
the Education of Young Children
also does volunteer work for family and school events. Volunteer
coordinator Lindsey Sauerer said,
“Many organizations appreciate
us because without us they will
not be able to carry on with the
M^MV\[º
The volunteer organization
has also collected donations for
Toys for Tots, a program which
donates toys as Christmas gifts to
underprivileged children.
Sauerer said one of her
favorite events was Sneakers and
Wheels, a race for children with
special needs. “I was excited to
be there and it was great to see
I[UQTMWV\PMQZNIKM[º;I]MZMZ
said. Volunteers helped control
\ZINÅKIVLXMZNWZUMLNWZ\PM
children at the event.
Another event Sauerer said
she enjoyed was a Halloween party for the children. SCSU AEYC
planned games for the children
and there was also a magic show.
Sauerer said she enjoyed the Halloween party event because every
child was having a good time and
no one felt isolated.
Teh and Sauerer said they
enjoy working with children and
they plan to be teachers in the
future.

Astronomy Public
Nights held at SCSU
Staff Report

The SCSU planetarium will have you seeing stars, literally.
The planetarium held a Public Night this past Tuesday, Sept. 20, from 7
to 9 p.m.
A Public Night at the planetarium offers students as well as community
members to attend a planetarium showing free of charge. Public Nights are
typically offered once a month, exact dates and times can be found on the
SCSU planetarium website.
SCSU is home to the only planetarium in the state of Minnesota that
offers free showings for the public. To further increase the experience for its
attendees as well increase the learning capabilities for students, the planetarium underwent major renovations in summer 2007.
The planetarium was “closed all summer [in 2007] for renovation of
the dome and installation of a new projector, a project with a total cost of
!<PM_WZSQ[\PMÅZ[\ZMLW[QVKM\PMNIKQTQ\aWXMVMLaMIZ[IOWº
according to a 2007 SCSU press release.
;XMKQÅKNMI\]ZM[WN \PQ[VM_MZXZWRMK\WZQVKT]LM\PMIJQTQ\a\WÅTT\PM
XTIVM\IZQ]U_Q\P ^MZaZMITQ[\QK[\IZ[LQNNMZMV\KWV[\MTTI\QWV[I[
well as the Milky Way and other galaxies. The projector also offers the
ability to instantaneously display the skies at anytime in the past, present, or
future from any spot on Earth or in the solar system, states the press release.
<PMXTIVM\IZQ]U[MM[I[UIVaI[^Q[Q\WZ[IaMIZ\PI\Q[QVILLQ\QWV
to all the students that use it for astronomy class.
The maximum seating capacity for shows is 60, and reservations are
required for showings inside of the planetarium. However, if you plan to
attend a showing which involves outdoor telescopes reservations are not
required, as the telescopes are rotated and available to all.
The next planetarium astronomy Public Night will be held on Tuesday,
7K\_Q\P[PW_\QUM[JMQVOI\XUIVL XU<PM[PW_[IZM¹<PM
;WTIZ;a[\MUº_Q\P[MI\[I^IQTIJTMIVL¹<*)º_Q\P[MI\[I^IQTIJTM
For more information on the SCSU planetarium please refer to their
website at http://www.stcloudstate.edu/physics/planetarium.asp or call the
XPa[QK[LMXIZ\UMV\I\ 
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&DUHHUVHUYLFHVFHQWHUKHOSVVWXGHQWVDIWHUFROOHJH
Staff Report
The SCSU Career Services Center in Centennial Hall aims to provide
students, faculty and potential employers
with a way to connect with each other.
They offer resources that many
people can take advantage of, but are
primarily geared towards students.
4WKI\MLWV\PM[MKWVLÆWWZWN +MVtennial Hall, in room 215, the Career
Services Center offers tools and information students can, and should, take
advantage of.
From the very basics of writing a
cover letter or preparing a professionallooking resume, interview techniques
and even advice on sourcing for jobs
through LinkedIn.
*M[QLM[KWUQVOQV\W\PMWNÅKMNWZ
help, students can also enroll in Career

and Life Planning (COL 111) courses.
These are 2-credit courses taught by Career Services Center staff Laura Emerick and Michelle Schmitz that focuses on
career planning and development.
Students are welcome to do walk-ins,
but the staff at Career Services Center
would be able to prepare more information and be of better help if students set
up appointments in advance.
The center also organizes career and
job fairs throughout the semester for
students. Upcoming soon is the Career/
Job Fair Prep Party, with the Science and
Engineering Job and Internship Fair and
Career Day happening early October.
Their website also lists the days
where they have mock interviews, writing seminars and information sessions
they offer.
It’s a good idea for students to attend
even if they are not graduating anytime

soon, as students can always brush up on
their interviewing skills.
At the Career Services Center, they
also have a great deal of resources for
students that are undecided about their
major. One such resource is a book that
shows potential majors/jobs based on a
person’s interest.
The center also offers different resume formats for different majors.
For students that wish to do some research by themselves before stepping in
for an appointment, the Career Services
+MV\MZ_MJ[Q\MQ[ÅTTML_Q\PPMTXN]TTQVS[
and documents.
From sample resumes to book lists,
from career tip sheets to employment
listings.
The Career Services Center is open
8 a.m. to 4.30 p.m., Mondays through
Fridays.

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF STCLOUDSTATE.EDU

SCSU’s Career Resource Center offers students re[W]ZKM[\WÅVLIKIZMMZ_ZQ\MIZM[]UuIVLWNNMZ[
QV\MZ^QM_QVO \MKPVQY]M[ <PM WNÅKM Q[ TWKI\ML QV
ZWWU+MV\MVVQIT0ITT

7HFKQRORJ\

,QWHUQHWXVHDIIHFWVVWXG\KDELWV
Staff Report
Students born into a generation of increasing technology and convenience have another
distraction on their hands. The development
and growing popularity of social media websites is poised to add yet another item on the
to-do list before homework gets done.
Communication through social websites
such as MySpace, Facebook and Twitter has
risen in popularity over the last decade, coining
the term “social networking” in the process;
LMÅVMLJa?MJ[\MZI[¹\PM][MWN _MJ[Q\M[WZ
other online technologies to communicate with
people and share information, resources, etc.”
Making it possible to connect to people
with similar interests across any political,
economical or geographical border, their social
JMVMÅ\[IZMQUUMLQI\MTaSVW_V6WTWVOMZ
does one have to be prisoner to circumstance,
when it comes to meeting people it’s as easy as
logging in to your account.
;WUMMKWVWUQ[\[IT[WXWQV\W]\Q\[JMVMÅ\
\W[UITTJ][QVM[[MV\ZMXZMVM]Z[PQX?PMV
exposure is crucial, being able to advertise
through such giant sites becomes a great
promotional tool. People looking to promote
their business are now able to reach millions of
^QM_MZ[[QUXTaJaKZMI\QVO\PMQZW_VXZWÅTM
However, with their increase in popularity, as well as their relatively easy attainability
(most major sites are free of charge) the question beckons as to how much these sites effect
students studying habits.
According to a June 2011 Pewter Research
Center study, 65 percent of “wired” Americans, those who have an active connection to
the internet, currently use some kind of social
networking website; 61 percent of these users
were under the age of 30.
The same study showed that 55 percent
of all online youths, ages 12-17, use social
networking sites at least once a week.
“I can only speak for myself, but since

1¼^M[\IZ\ML][QVO.IKMJWWS1PI^MLMÅVQ\MTa
noticed a change in what I do on the internet
on average,” said Cody Schirmers, a junior
at SCSU. “I think a lot of people may agree.
?PWLWM[V¼\QUUMLQI\MTaKPMKS\PMQZ.IKMJWWS
after logging on, before doing anything else?”
Since its launching date in 2004, Facebook has become the largest social networking
website in the world. It currently has over 700
million users.
“I would think all of this time spent on
Facebook does in turn take away from studyQVO<PW[MÅZ[\UQV]\M[[XMV\KPMKSQVOUa
status, looking at other friends statuses and
commenting on others photos probably could
be spent reading over chapter notes or doing
practice problems. But who really wants to do
that,” Schirmers said.
Social networking has also found it’s way
into the classrooms recently, with professors
using the fact that they can stay connected with
their students to their advantage. Sites such as
Twitter have helped students to not only stay
connected with their university, but the community as well. The University of Minnesota
currently has around 12,000 followers, which
helps students keep connected with events happening around campus. Universities have also
used Twitter and Facebook to broadcast large
events, as many other businesses have already
put into practice.
Although it remains to be seen statistically
how social networking usage affects students
study habits, its onset affect appears clear in the
minds of its users.
“I would say most everyone I know uses
one site or another. Of course I have a friend
or two who doesn’t use it, but most everyone
does. And when everyone uses it, it almost
gives you a ‘left out’ feeling if you’re not,”
Schrimers said.

<):)/7:5)6>1;=)4;-,1<7:

;\]LMV\[IKKM[[KWUX]\MZ[I\\PM2IUM[?5QTTMZ4MIZVQVO:M[W]ZKM[+MV\MZ
WVKIUX][

/LYHVFULEH3HQSURßOH
Staff Report
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4Q^M[KZQJM XMV[ ZMKWZL _PI\ Q[ _ZQ\\MV IVL [\WZM \PM QVNWZUI\QWV \W JM ][ML
_Q\PKWUX]\MZ[

Livescribe is writing its
way into the future of note
taking.
?M¼^MITTPMIZLWN _ZQ\QVO
utensils that contain more
than just ink. Perhaps a pen
with a voice recording device
in it, or a pen that doubles
as a digital storage device.
Maybe even a pen with a
small camera in it to shoot
videos when needed, the bottom line is that pens that are
more than pens are nothing
new.
Livescribe Inc. is taking
the technology and running
with it. The base of the pen’s
technology lies in its utilization of an infrared camera
and special dotted paper.
These pens are capable of
doing numerous things that
are very helpful for a college
student taking notes in class.
First, the pen is able to
record what you are writing
and what is being said while
you are writing it. You can

then transfer this information to your computer, review
your notes and hear the lecture that corresponds with it
directly. The pen also features
a 3.5mm headphone jack if
you are not able to reach a
computer and wish to review
your notes.
Secondly, after recording your notes using the
pen and transferring them
to your computer, you are
able to use the included
software to search your notes
for keywords. To be able to
search for that one important
keyword is insanely helpful
for a college student jotting
down pages upon pages of
notes a day.
Lastly, and perhaps the
most phenomenal of them
all, is the pen’s ability to use
company as well as user developed applications. Anyone
that owns a smart phone
will tell you how amazing
apps are. There are apps
for just about everything.
Some of the most highly user

rated apps currently include:
[KQMV\QÅKKITK]TI\WZ-VOlish to Spanish dictionaries,
dictionary, many apps to help
you study, as well as many
more (and more coming out
everyday).
The Livescribe company
is always working on enhancing and expanding their
technology and applications.
They have a few different
versions of their pen, the
newest being the Echo and
the original being the Pulse.
Their newest version starts at
$99 and continues up in price
depending on the memory
size you choose. Sizes available range from 2GB all the
way up to 8GB. The pens
IZMLMÅVQ\MTa_WZ\PTWWSQVO
into for any college student
who takes a large amounts of
notes, or any college student
needed help remembering
their notes.
More information can
be found at their website
www.livescribe.com.
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Local news bulletin: September 19-25
Terra cotta army to visit
Minneapolis Arts Institute
<PM5QVVMIXWTQ[)Z\[1V[\Q\]\M_QTTJMPW[\QVOIVM`PQJQ\
NMI\]ZQVOQ\MU[NZWU\PMIVKQMV\+PQVM[M\MZZIKW\\IIZUa
next fall.
¹:M\]ZVWN \PM?IZZQWZ["+PQVI¼[.QZ[\-UXMZWZIVLPQ[
OPW[\IZUaº_QTTJMWV^QM_7K\\PZW]OP2IV

+PQVM[M-UXMZWZ9QV;PQ0]IVOQ[NIUW][NWZPQ[IZUa
WN TQNM[QbM\MZZIKW\\I_IZZQWZ[IVLPWZ[M[\PI\_MZMJ]ZQML
IZW]VLPQ[\WUJ_PMVPMLQML
;WNIZ [\I\]M[WN OMVMZIT[WNÅKMZ[QVN\IV\ZaUMV
IZKPMZ[KI^ITZaUMVKPIZQW\MMZ[IVLPWZ[M[PI^MJMMV
]VJ]ZQMLQV\PMM`XIV[MIZW]VLPQ[\WUJQV+PQVI
<PMM`PQJQ\QWVI\\PM5QVVMIXWTQ[)Z\[1V[\Q\]\M_QTTNMI\]ZMZIZMWJRMK\[NZWU\PMMUXMZWZ¼[J]ZQIT[Q\MQVKT]LQVOWN \PM_IZZQWZ[IVLPWZ[M[
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Shane M. Bauer, left, and Joshua F. Fattal were released from the Evin prison in
Tehran late Wednesday afternoon.

American hikers freed in Iran
Bicyclist’s death brings late Wednesday afternoon
new safety measures

5QVVMIXWTQ[Q[UISQVOMVPIVKMUMV\[\WIJ][aWV[\ZMM\
JQSM_IaWV\P)^MV]M\WPMTXUISM\PMZWIL[INMZNWZ
JQKaKTQ[\[
<PM[MK\QWVWN \P)^MV]MJMQVOQUXZW^MLKWVVMK\[
\PM=VQ^MZ[\aWN 5QVVM[W\I¼[-I[\*IVSKIUX][_Q\P\PM
,QVSa\W_VIZMIWN ;W]\PMI[\5QVVMIXWTQ[
5IQVQUXZW^MUMV\[QVKT]LMUISQVO\PMJQKaKTMTIVM[
UWZMVW\QKMIJTMXIZ\QK]TITZaQVQV\MZ[MK\QWV[<QUMZ[PI^M
IT[WJMMVQV[\ITTMLI\KZW[[QVOXWQV\[\WOQ^MJQSMZ[IVLXMLM[\ZQIV[IJM\\MZ[MV[M_PMVTQOP\[KPIVOM

Vikings’ Tyrell Johnson
arrested on DWI charge
>QSQVO[[INM\a<aZMTT2WPV[WV_I[IZZM[\MLWV<]M[LIa
WV[][XQKQWVWN LZQ^QVO_PQTMQUIXQZML
2WPV[WV_I[[\WXXMLIN\MZNIQTQVO\W[QOVIT\WUMZOM
WV\WIVQV\MZ[\I\MZIUXQV5QVVMIXWTQ[0Q[JTWWLITKWPWT
TM^MT_I[XMZKMV\2WPV[WV_I[JWWSMLWVNW]Z\PLMOZMM
,?1
<PMWNNMV[MQ[X]VQ[PIJTM]X\W!LIa[QVRIQTI 
ÅVMIVLITQKMV[M[][XMV[QWVWN !LIa[
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<_W)UMZQKIV[JMQVOPMTLXZQ[WVMZ
QV1ZIVNWZ\ZM[XI[[QVOIVL[XaQVOKPIZOM[
were released on Wednesday.
;PIVM5*I]MZNZWU5QVVM[W\IIVL
2W[P]I..I\\ITNZWU8MVV[aT^IVQI_MZM
PMTLQVIV1ZIVXZQ[WVNWZ\_WaMIZ[
1ZIVQIVXZM[QLMV\5IPUW]L)PUILQVMRIL[\I\MLTI[\_MMS\PM)UMZQKIV[
KW]TLÅVITTaJMZMTMI[ML
<PMaIZMWV\PMQZ_IaPWUMIN\MZ
R]LOM[QV1ZIV[QOVMLWNN WVI UQTTQWV
bail deal.
*I]MZIVL.I\\IT_MZMKWV^QK\MLJa
IV1ZIVQIVKW]Z\WN [XaQVONWZ\PM=VQ\ML
States.
)\PQZL)UMZQKIVIZZM[M\L_Q\P\PMU
;IZPI;PW]ZL_I[NZMMLTI[\aMIZWVJIQT
*I]MZ.I\ITIVL;PW]ZL_MZMNZQMVL[
and graduates from Univeristy of CaliNWZVQIQV*MZSTMa;PW]ZLQ[IT[W*I]MZ¼[
ÅIVKMM
*I]MZ.I\\ITIVL;PW]ZL_MZMIZZM[\ML
WV\PM1ZIYIVL1ZIVJWZLMZQV2]Ta!
IVL_MZM[MV\MVKML\WMQOP\aMIZ[QVXZQ[WV
MIKP
<PM\PZMMNZQMVL[_MZMWVIPQSQVO\ZQX
QV1ZIY¼[3]ZLQ[PZMOQWV_PMV\PMaUIa
PI^MIKKQLMV\Ta[\ZIaMLW^MZ\PM]VUIZSML
JWZLMZ_Q\P1ZIV

<PM\PZMMNZQMVL[PI^MLMVQML\PM
M[XQWVIOMKPIZOM[IVLUIQV\IQVML\PMQZ
QVVWKMVKMW^MZ\PMXI[\\_WaMIZ[
1\Q[]VKTMIZ_PMV*I]MZIVL.I\\IT_QTT
JMIJTM\WKWVVMK\_Q\PNIUQTaIVLNZQMVL[
<PMTI[\KWV\IK\UILM_I[QV5Ia
_PMV*I]MZ¼[IVL.I\\IT¼[UW\PMZ[_MZM
ITTW_MLI[PWZ\^Q[Q\QV<MPZIV
)[[WKQI\ML8ZM[[ZMXWZ\MZ[[I_^MPQKTM[
_Q\P;_Q[[IVL7UIVQLQXTWUI\[TMI^QVO
-^QVXZQ[WV_Q\P*I]MZIVL.I\\ITQV[QLM#
\PMa_MZMPMILQVO\W<MPZIV¼[5MPZIJIL
airport Wednesday afternoon.
<PMNIUQTQM[WN *I]MZ.I\\ITIVL
;PW]ZLZMTMI[MLI[\I\MUMV\WV?MLVM[LIa
[IaQVO¹<WLIaKIVWVTaJMLM[KZQJMLI[\PM
JM[\LIaWN W]ZTQ^M[?MPI^M_IQ\MLNWZ
VMIZTaUWV\P[NWZ\PQ[UWUMV\IVL\PM
RWaIVLZMTQMN _MNMMTI\;PIVMIVL2W[P¼[
long-awaited freedom knows no bounds.
?MVW_ITT_IV\VW\PQVOUWZM\PIV\W
_ZIX;PIVMIVL2W[PQVW]ZIZU[KI\KP]X
on two lost years and make a new beginVQVONWZ\PMUIVLNWZITTWN ][º
1\Q[PWXML\PMZMTMI[MWN \PM\_W
)UMZQKIV[_QTTZMUW^MWVMXWQV\WN \MV[QWV
JM\_MMV1ZIVIVL\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[
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:M[QLMVKM0ITT[
?QKS;KQMVKM*]QTLQVO
-L]KI\QWV*]QTLQVO
Stewart Hall
Miller Learning Center
Centennial Hall
Performing Arts Center
)LUQVQ[\ZI\Q^M;MZ^QKM[*]QTLQVO
Women’s Center
)UMZQKIV1VLQIV+MV\MZ
0ITMVJMKS0ITT
Engineering and Computing Center
51 Building
?MTKWUM+MV\MZ
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16/+INM
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<PM+PZWVQKTMIXWTWOQbM[NWZ
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JMI[IKK]ZI\MI[XW[[QJTM
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EDITORIAL
Molly Willms

Jun-Kai Teoh

MANAGING EDITOR

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Our job at the newspaper is to serve our public by delivering the facts exactly as they are.
We strive for that ideal every time we write, edit and publish the University Chronicle.
?MZMKMV\TaKIUM]VLMZÅZMJa\PM;\]LMV\/W^MZVUMV\)[[WKQI\QWVNWZ][QVO\PM_WZL
¹0Q[XIVQKºQVIVM_[[\WZaX]JTQ[PMLWV\PM;MX\!Q[[]MWN \PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a+PZWVQcle.
We were publicly chastised and action was taken against us immediately, with no tabling
WN \PMZM[WT]\QWVNWZUWZMZM[MIZKP_PQKPQ[\aXQKITTa;/)XZWKML]ZM
The word “Hispanic” can be seen as offensive to people who identify themselves as
+MV\ZITWZ;W]\P)UMZQKIVLM[KMV\QVKT]LQVOÅZ[\VI\QWV[XMWXTM_PWIZMVW\M\PVQKITTa
Spanish.
Before we printed the story, the news editor, writer and adviser sat down and talked
IJW]\PW_\WJM[\IXXZWIKP\PM[\WZa1\_I[VW\I\PW]OP\TM[[IK\)TTNIK\WZ[_MZM\ISMV
into consideration before running the story.
<PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a+PZWVQKTMILPMZM[\W\PMO]QLMTQVM[[M\Ja\PM)[[WKQI\ML8ZM[[;\aTMJWWSI[LWUW[\W\PMZVM_[XIXMZ[QV\PM=;<PM)[[WKQI\ML8ZM[[;\aTMJWWSLMÅVM[
“Hispanic” as such:
“The preferred term for those whose ethnic origin is in a Spanish-speaking country.
)^WQL+PQKIVWI[I[aVWVaUNWZ5M`QKIV)UMZQKIVº
)\\PM[IUM\QUM\PM_WZL¹0Q[XIVQKº_I[][MLJMKI][M\PI\_I[\PMIK\]ITVIUMWN 
the event of which we were writing about. The event was known as the Celebration of
National Hispanic Heritage Month. If the University Chronicle changed the name of the
event itself, we would have been providing inaccurate, if not downright false, information.
We were also told by the Multicultural Center of Central Minnesota, the organizers of
the event, that we should use the term “Hispanic.”
It is also against University Chronicle policy to refer to a group of people according to
OMVLMZ]VTM[[[XMKQÅKITTaZMY]M[\ML,MUWVaU[TQSM4I\QVW4I\QVI+PQKIVWIVL+PQKIVI
are gender-based.
?M_MZMIT[WIKK][MLWN LQ[ZM[XMK\QVO\PM!!P]VOMZ[\ZQSMZ[JaLQ[PWVWZQVO\PM=VQversity’s agreement not to use the word.
While the University Chronicle fully understands and respects the gravity of the hunger
strike, in this circumstance we were not dishonoring or disrespecting the University’s agreement nor the hunger strike.
The fact is, contrary to apparent popular belief, we are not a university publication. We
are an independent newspaper run completely by students.
We are also not the only on-campus publication. University Communications publish
various magazines and newsletters as well, with many of them spread throughout the world.
)LLQ\QWVITTa\PMM^MV\_I[IKMTMJZI\QWVWN XMWXTMWN UIVaLM[KMV\[<PMTMILXPW\WWN 
the article was of a Peru native. Chicano/Chicana, the phrase we were later told we should
have used, refers only to people of Mexican descent.
)LLQ\QWVITTa]XWVN]Z\PMZZM[MIZKP_MNW]VL\PI\\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aQ\[MTN LWM[[\QTT][M\PM
_WZL¹0Q[XIVQKºZQOP\QV\PMQZ]VLMZOZIL]I\MIXXTQKI\QWV_PMVQ\I[S[[\]LMV\[¹)ZMaW]
0Q[XIVQKWZ4I\QVW'º
We supply the facts as they stand, with the tradition being that if a reader does not like
the truth they see, they will work to change it. We are truly sorry for any offense this may
PI^MKI][MLJ]\_M[\IVLÅZUQV[IaQVO\PI\_MLQLVW\LW_ZWVO
We believe that, in this instance, we did our job effectively and appropriately.

Quote of the Day

“The primary purpose of a liberal education is to make

one’s mind a pleasant place in which to spend one’s time.”

Sydney J. Harris

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
John Boehner’s bipartisan spirit on bill
The Monday following President Obama’s speech to Congress on his new jobs bill,
a spokesman talking to reporters on behalf of House Speaker John Boehner said the bill
lacked a “bipartisan spirit.”
In looking at the proposed bill, I can come to only one conclusion about Boehner’s
]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN \PM_WZLJQXIZ\Q[IV<WY]W\M<PM8ZQVKM[[*ZQLM¹AW]SMMX][QVO\PI\
word. I don’t think it means what you think it means.” The word bipartisan has become
a buzzword in politics today, and like all buzzwords, it has turned into a twisted, mangled
IVLVMIZTa]VZMKWOVQbIJTM^MZ[QWVWN Q\[NWZUMZ[MTN4M\][KWV[QLMZ\PMSMaXWQV\[WN \PM
jobs bill as President Obama presented it to Congress.
It features a combination of tax cuts and incentives for businesses to hire workers,
plans to fund infrastructure improvements (both physical and human capital in the forms
of roads and schools) and would be funded by overhauls of current spending as well as tax
QVKZMI[M[WVQVLQ^QL]IT[IVLNIUQTQM[_PWUISMUWZM\PIV IaMIZ)[7JIUI
rightly said during his speech, these are proposals that both sides of the political spectrum
have supported.
<I`K]\[IVL[XMVLQVOZMNWZUIZM:MX]JTQKIV\ITSQVOXWQV\[/W^MZVUMV\[XMVLQVO
and reasonable tax increases are the territory of Democrats.
How is this bill not bipartisan? The Boehner response centered on one point in the bill:
the tax increases.
So, the bill is not bipartisan, or lacks a “bipartisan spirit,” because it contains a single
point that one party disagrees with? The logical extension of that idea is for a bill to
be bipartisan it must appease everything the other side wants. If a Democrat wants to
propose a bipartisan bill then it must actually be a Republican bill? That seems to be what
Boehner is saying here. That is not what it means to be bipartisan. Being bipartisan means
appeasing both sides, which requires using compromise (another term that seems to have
been distorted beyond recognition in politics today). Boehner’s stance on bipartisanship
calls to mind another pop culture reference; like the “Cochran Defense” in “South Park”,
his understanding of bipartisan spirit does not make sense.
Benjamin Prchal
SCSU student

Traditional classroom learning experience perseveres

Jason Tham
OPINIONS EDITOR

Comic Relief

<PM6I\QWVIT1VÆI\QWV)[[WKQI\QWV
published several articles and a documentary entitled “College Conspiracy” between
January and May to criticize the skyrocketing college tuition.
The recent “College Conspiracy”
LWK]UMV\IZa\PI\61)XW[\MLWVAW]tube received more than two million views
over four months and about 20 thousand
responses to the video. The documentary
argues that college education is basically
a scam and that high school graduates are
not encouraged to attend college.
:MOIZLTM[[WN \PM[KIU61)QLMV\QÅML
itself as “pro-education.”
7VMWN \PMIZO]UMV\[\PI\61)UILM
_I[\PI\¹IVaaW]VO)UMZQKIV_PWQ[UWtivated to become well educated and have a
successful career, can become self-educated
by simply reading college textbooks and
using the Internet.”
<PM6I\QWVIT1VÆI\QWV)[[WKQI\QWV
points out that students could receive the
same academic rigor by simply attending
online or distance courses from the comfort

of their own home.
Despite the many solid (or made to be
believed as solid) statistics presented by
61)1_I[VW\KWV^QVKML\PI\\ZILQ\QWVIT
college education could be replaced by
online learning experience.
First, nothing replaces the interpersonal
interaction that happens in our so-called
\ZILQ\QWVITKTI[[[M\\QVO)[[WKQITUMLQI
and the Internet continue to stretch into
a student’s life, students are continuously
persuaded that online networking replaces
real networking. Many of these social
networking site users assume convenience
as the greatest advantage of the computermediated communication.
In fact, all that is really happening when
one “connects” with another person over
the computer is a series of carefully con[\Z]K\MLIVLÅT\MZMLUM[[IOM[
In traditional classrooms, a student sees
the professor and other students and is able
to respond to spontaneous situations that
online atmosphere could not possibly offer.
¹)VL1ZMKWOVQbMQVaW]Ua[\]LMV\[I
condition that marked my own experiences
as an undergraduate: you will not remember most of what you read or most of what
your teachers say to you … It is a truism
about the educational experiences that ocK]ZQVUW[\KTI[[M[°AW]_QTTZMUMUJMZ
some of what you read in books or hear in
lectures, and those forms of communica\QWVUIaQVÆ]MVKMaW]QVXZWNW]VL_Ia[
But if you are like me, your most profound
moments of education, in class or out, have
occurred because of conversation,” said Jeffery Bineham, SCSU professor of rhetoric,
in one of his articles entitled “The Practice
of Conversation.”

Though today’s online tools may allow
real-time conversation over the Internet,
they are, most of the time, non-sponatenous or extemporaneous.
Second, nonverbal communication is
almost absent in virtual classrooms.
Without nonverbal interactions, messages are easily misinterpreted and users
UIaÅVLQ\NZ][\ZI\QVO_PMVITT\PMaKW]TL
do is to make straight-forward comments.
We see this trend in our social media and
instant messaging cultures today: people
begin using “emoticons” and abbreviations
\WPMTX\PMU_Q\PM`XZM[[QWV[AM\UQVL
you, these electronic expressions are not
even close to being as effective as to a real
face-to-face smile.
Students today are becoming impersonal and should learn the “people skills” that
they lack from interpersonal or small group
interactions.
If we continue to work only from the
comfort of our own home, we will soon
become so self-absorbed and individualistic
that we no longer accept the views of others. What is the point of education, then, if
we are not open to criticism?
In traditional classroom discussions,
students get to explore others’ perspectives
in a real “real-time” atmosphere and learn
to respond in a way that constructs the
academic conversation.
For instance, a discussion that begins
_Q\P8WQV\)IZO]UMV\UIaMVL]XI[I
Point B resolution. We all have had experience with that.
One may argue that you can’t really
KWV\ZWT\PMÆW_WN KWV^MZ[I\QWVQVIZWWU
full of eager learners. Unlike the online setting, the speaker may not have the luxury

to outline his or her arguments when asked
to give an impromptu speech.
These processes help students to
develop critical thinking abilities, effective
listening skills and collaborative problem
solving techniques.
Through the process of debate and discussion, students will also learn to respect
one another as human beings, not just
IVW\PMZMTMK\ZWVQKXZWÅTMWV\PMQZVM\_WZS
In this crucial time of economic recovery, we need to put even heavier attention
WVPQOPMZML]KI\QWV)OWWL]VQ^MZ[Q\a
education, in or out of the classroom,
needs to focus on equipping its students the
abilities to intellectual acquisition and at
the same time provide them platforms for
interactive learning.
)N\MZITT\PQ[Q[\PMZMI[WV\PM!!
plus foreign students (according to the 2010
Open Door report by Institute of International Education) come to the United States
to further their studies – to get hands-on
academic experience and cultural involvement.
If it wasn’t for the “presence” that we
international students long for, we would
have sat in the “comfort of our own home”
earning a degree and not spend a fortune
coming to the United States.
)VLI[NIZI[1¼UKWVKMZVMLUaUWVMa
is well-spent.

The opinions expressed on the
Opinions page are not necessarily
those of the college,
university system or student body.
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Blizzardshack is
as popular as ever
Leah Carr
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

LEAH CARR / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Always a crowd favorite, the ferris wheel lights up Atwood Mall.

Free food, free entertainment, and a message about
underage drinking. According to an SCSU faculty
member, Blizzardshack
“gets better every year.”
Blizzardshack is an annual program on campus
that has a reputation of
being one of the University
Program Board’s highestattended events. Each year
it offers a wide variety of
activities and entertainment, including a rock
KTQUJQVO_ITTQVÆI\IJTM
obstacle course, mechanical
bull, DJ, and a traditional
crowd favorite, the Ferris
wheel.
“People see the Ferris
wheel all day and are like
‘what is that?’ ‘Can I ride
it?’ Is it free?’” said Erin
Hermansen, a junior and
public relations major at
SCSU. Hermanssen is the
Husky Pride and Spirit coordinator for UPB and thus
played a major role in the
planning and organization
for this year’s Blizzardshack.
The main purpose of
this event, however, is to
raise awareness about underage and binge drinking,

LEAH CARR / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Cotton candy was made fresh by the order at Blizzardshack, one of the most well-attended events hosted
yearly by UPB.

and the message is communicated mainly through an
18-hole mini-golf course set
up by a campus program
called UChoose.
Each hole on the course
is sponsored by a different
organization, and as each
golfer approaches, they are
asked an alcohol-related
trivia question. If they answer the question correctly,
they get an advantage on
the course.
Hole-in-ones (as well as
completing all 18 holes) are
rewarded with an opportunity to win prizes through
IZINÆM
The mini-golf course,
combined with the rest
of the activities provided
throughout the night, creates an entertaining and
upbeat environment in
which to share information
about a serious topic.
“Students have the opportunity to participate a
little in our response and
education to underage
drinking,” said Associate
Director of Residence Life
at SCSU, Jen Sell-Matzke.
“I think it gets better every
year.”
Aside from activities and
entertainment, a popular
attraction for attendees is

the food. Every year, the
Residence Hall Association
provides free snacks such as
cotton candy and popcorn,
while Sodexo offers a different variety of food for
purchase. There are also
ÆIQZJIZ\MVLMZ[ZMILa\W
put on a show while making
non-alcoholic beverages, or
“mocktails,” free of charge.
The event is held each
year on campus and is
open to SCSU students,
faculty and St. Cloud Tech
students. It is sponsored
by UPB, an organization
that provides educational
activities on campus; The
Residence Hall Association
(RHA), which is comprised
of SCSU students living
on campus; the National
Residence Hall Honorary
(NRHH), an organization
that recognizes the top 1%
of students who live on
campus; and UChoose, a
group devoted to alcohol
awareness on campus.
The involvement of
each of these organizations
has directly contributed to
the yearly planning and
staging of Blizzardshack,
and has made it possible to
keep the popular campus
tradition alive.

LEAH CARR / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU senior Pranab Rajbhandary lines up a putt at
hole ten on the 18-hole mini-golf course provided
by UChoose.

‘Contagion’ is too disjointed
John Paul Winters
MOVIE REVIEW

After watching the latest disaster
movie “Contagion”, where a deadly
virus spreads across the globe, I left
the theater feeling a little queasy myself—not because it was a bad movie,
but because of the detached way the
story was told.
The basic plot starts with “Day 1”
and continues along a pretty linear
path, with the driving force being the
development of a vaccine before the
entire world becomes infected. This
is told through a series of vignettes.
“Contagion” is riddled with star actors
from Jude Law to Gwyneth Paltrow,
but the two that it focuses on the most
are Laurence Fishburne and Matt
Damon.
Fishburne plays Dr. Ellis Cheever,
a government honcho struggling to
oversee the vaccination process while
simultaneously trying to protect his
family. He appears constantly stressed
with juggling his life that it seem that
there is always some form of attack

aimed at him or his family.
Damon is Mitch Emhoff, a Minnesotan father—that’s right, Minnesotan—that draws the most sympathy
of all the characters, as he struggles
to deal with the death of his wife (Paltrow) and the paranoia of his daughter getting infected by her boyfriend.
Jude Law plays Alan Krumwiede,
the supposed “bad guy.” He is a blog
writer that is convinced that the entire
government is lying to the public and
that a cure already exists. Throughout
the movie he is in secret meetings with
a “hedge-fund guy” displaying enough
anti-government banter that would
make any anarchist proud.
Movies like Contagion can to fall
victim to cliché melodrama, putting
MUXPI[Q[WV\PMNI\PMZÅO]ZMI\\MUX\ing to survive. That notion is present
here to some extent with Damon.
However, it is turned down while the
emphasis on the spread of the virus
and the attempt to create a vaccine
takes the main stage.
Overall the movie is good, and the
appearance of so many stars goes a

long way towards helping the audience empathize with their characters.
However, there is no real central
KWVÆQK\QV\PMUW^QM
The plot consists of characters
either trying to survive or trying to
develop a vaccine. There is tension
galore, but the vignette style of the
movie throws so many characters on
aW]\PI\Q\¼[LQNÅK]T\\WKIZMIJW]\ITT
of them.
The pace of the movie worked
well and it rarely ever got boring.
However, the ending is rather anticlimactic and out of the blue. It’s
almost as if they ran out of tension
scenes, so they tacked on a return to
“Day 1”, describing how the whole
thing started.
The stories never converged on
each other, with each vignette keeping
its distance from the others. It gives
a better sense of the multiple points
of view of the crisis. However, the
separateness also leaves a couple loose
ends that could have been tied up a
little better.

PHOTO COURTESY OF COLLIDER.COM

‘Contagion’ was good, but left far too much up to
the audience.
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Camping and comedy in Atwood
Karina Kern

“The main event for
this Atwood After Dark is
having
Jeff Civillico,
Indoor camping, coma comedian, come perform
XTM\M_Q\P\PMKIUXÅZM_I[ in the Atwood Ballroom.
the theme of the second
Students did not have any
Atwood After Dark on
fee,” Graham said.
Friday.
Jeff Civillico, who hails
“We expected that
from from Las Vegas, is
about 500-600 people
known to give a high-enwould show up,” said Tara
ergy, interactive, and clean
Graham, Husky Nightlife
comedy show.
coordinator.
“The comedian was so
<PMÅZ[\IVLTI[\
funny. He gave such a good
Atwood After Dark events
show,” said SCSU student
in the year are always the
Paige Pomerenke.
biggest. Although this was
The theme to this
one of the smaller events,
month’s event was “comeGraham, among many oth- dic camping.”
er students, was especially
“The theme for this
excited for the main show
Atwood After Dark was
at 10 p.m. in the Atwood
very strange, but it was a
Ballroom.
really fun time,” said SCSU
STAFF WRITER

student Josh Wurster, waitQVOQVTQVM\WUISMIÆMMKM
tie pillow.
Other activities included
bandana decorating, pet
ZWKSXIQV\QVOIVLJWVÅZM[
with s’mores, veggie burgers, and hot dogs. While
students were outside making s’mores and grilling up
some food, there was some
music to listen to as well.
“I have been going to
Atwood After Dark since I
was a freshman, and each
time is truly a new unique
experience. I like spending time with my friends
and meeting new people,”
Pomerenke said.
Atwood After Dark
happens once a month on
average. It is hosted by the

JUN-KAI TEOH / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Jeff Civillico includes audience members in various of his acts and performances.

Husky Nightlife Committee. Each month has a different theme with different
activities and something for
everyone to enjoy.
“Husky Nightlife is an
alternative program that
allows students to have another place to go if they are
not old enough to go out
to the bars, or if they just
don’t to, we have a place
from them here,” Graham
said.
Victor Bertrand, president of UPB, was also very
excited about the event.
“They [Atwood After
Dark events] are always
fun. They always bring out
a lot of people. It is also
a very fun thing for international students because
they can’t go home on the
weekends, so it gives them
something to do as well,”
Bertrand said.
At Atwood After Dark,
you never need to bring
money either.
“We want people to
know that absolutely everything is free at Atwood
After Dark, free food, free
activities, it’s all free,” Bertrand said.
UPB tries to encourage
students to come to the
meetings and give input as
to what students would like
to see at these events.
“We are here for the
students, we want to know
what you like and what
you don’t like. Tell us your
opinions,” Bertrand said.

Lunar Funk
Theory brings
a hybrid sound
across the state

Hammer & Cofell
showcase differing
sounds at Veranda
Nicholas Lontz
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Karina Kern
STAFF WRITER

Lunar Funk Theory performed at the Red Carpet
Nightclub downtown St. Cloud last Friday night. The band
blends reggae, blues, rock, funk, and soul to concoct their
unique sound.
“We started out as mainly reggae and now we have
started turning into more of a jamming type of music,”
said lead singer Lee Walsh.
Most of the band members are from the Sioux Falls,
S.D. area, but enjoy traveling around to play different
shows.
People have dropped out of the band along the way:
some had kids, some got married, but Walsh stayed with it
and is with a whole new band than the one he started with.
“We would interview new people every time we lost a
member, and now we have a group that is so much fun to
be a part of and we have so much fun performing together.
.ZWU\PMÅZ[\ITJ]U\PI\_MUILM\WVW_aW]KIV\MTT
how much has changed,” Walsh said.
Of all the shows that the band has played at, one single
place always seems to be their favorite
¹0IZUWVa8IZSQ[LMÅVQ\MTaW]ZNI^WZQ\MXTIKM\WXTIa
We have played Project Earth and Shangri-La there,”
Walsh said.
Harmony Park used to be a Native American meeting
ground in Minnesota.
“It’s a magical place, we started playing there about
four years ago and we just love it,” Walsh said.
Another place that the band enjoys playing at is
Thursdays on First in Rochester, Minn.
“Rochester’s downtown event on Thursdays is such a
different place to play. It’s really nice to diversify the crowd
that we play at,” Walsh said.
Individually, Walsh is able to play the guitar, drums,
bass, violin, and saxophone.
“I started playing music when I was about 12 years old
and now I am 30 years old, so it’s been a good 18 years,”
Walsh said.
Now Walsh gets the experience of working with
someone very close to him up on stage.
“My wife is the keyboard player in the band and she
also does backup vocals,” Walsh said.
The show started with Walsh letting his dreadlocks
down and hand banging until the rest of the crowd
followed. The band’s combination of reggae and rock was
easily appreciated live. Their music is available on most
digital music downloading sites.
The band is releasing a new CD and it will be coming
out in the beginning of next year, featuring the full band
that played at the Red Carpet.

INYOUNG CHOI / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Jeff Civillico, a comedian, juggles a bowling ball, a
knife and an apple at the same time.

JUN-KAI TEOH / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Lee Walsh, lead vocalist and guitarist of Lunar Funk
Theory, performed at the Red Carpet Nightclub on
Thursday night.

JUN-KAI TEOH / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Lunar Funk Theory started off in South Dakota, but has
since toured various areas in the region.

Local artists Adam
Hammer and Dave Cofell
performed at The Veranda
Lounge Friday night. The pair
played a variety of original
music and also covered some
older blues and folk songs.
Though their musical
styles differ -- Hammer is more
alternative while Cofell is more
traditional -- the pair has a
great musical chemistry.
“We’re both solidly based
in folk,” Cofell said. “I grew up
during the folk music revival
of the late 1960s, early 70s and
so I listened to a lot of Woodie
Guthrie and Pete Seeger and
early Bob Dylan and Joan
Baez, Buffy Sainte-Marie,
Ritchie Havens. Lots of that
kind of stuff.”
Hammer had a similar
musical upbringing.
“I come from a musical
family,” Hammer said. “There
was a lot of singing those old
folk-revival songs of the 60s
like Peter, Paul, and Mary and
The Animals and some old
Hank Williams, Sr. tunes.”
The pairs’ musical journey
differs after childhood, however. Cofell developed an interest in the blues while Hammer
took a different course.
“In my teenage years, I
started getting into punk rock
-- you know the really dirty
punk rock with Crass and
Operation Ivy and Pennywise
and all that stuff,” Hammer
said. “And then I started playing in heavy metal bands, and
shortly after that I got sober
and moved to Nashville and
kind of melded all of those
QVÆ]MVKM[\WOM\PMZIVL[\IZ\ML
playing acoustic music.”
So far in his career,
Hammer has released two
EPs: “From the Basement”, a
collection of slightly polished
demos, and “Let it Burn”, a
collaboration with his band,
The Impact, which features
Cofell on harmonica and slide
guitar.

Cofell has released his own
full-length album titled “The
Road Ahead”.
Both artists are assisting
each other with creating their
next albums.
“We back each other up,
especially when we’re working
at my home studio,” Hammer said. “We engineer for
each other. You know, Dave’s
hitting record and manning all
the levels and doing a lot of
the engineer work for me and
vice-versa.”
Hammer and Cofell began
playing together a couple of
years ago while they were
co-hosting the open mic night
at The Local Blend in St.
Joseph. They decided to play
a few shows together and since
then have played a variety of
venues.
“We play all over the
place,” Cofell said. “We’ve
been down to Fergus Falls and
Battle Lake and Henning and
Alexandria ... We play wherever we can.”
Cofell took three years of
music theory in college and
graduated from St. John’s with
IÅVMIZ\[LMOZMMJ]\0IUmer’s career hasn’t always
been so musically focused.
He graduated from SCSU
with a degree in photojournalism in 2005, and he’s been
working for the St. Cloud
Times since 2006. For the past
two years, he has worked as
a reporter and as an online
content producer for the arts
and entertainment section.
Recently, he switched over to a
full-time position as an online
content producer.
“We got a new entertainment reporter,” Hammer said,
“and so that gave me some
time to work on my own music
instead of just reporting on
everybody else’s all the time.”
To read more about Adam
Hammer and listen to his
music visit tatooedfolk.com. If
you want to learn more about
Dave Cofell, visit davecofell.
com.
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Chelsea Christman
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

)[IVWVXZWÅ\LIVKMMV[MUJTM
The Minnesota Dance Ensemble
focuses on modern and jazz dance
[\aTM[<PMWZOIVQbI\QWVQ[¹LMLQKI\ML
to the advancement and education
of dance as an art form in the central
5QVVM[W\IKWUU]VQ\aº<PMaWNNMZ
workshops and classes to inspire
KZMI\Q^Q\aQVITTIOMOZW]X[IVL\PMQZ
focus is education and entertainment.
MDE inspires advancement in dance
IVLKPWZMWOZIXPa_PQTMZIQ[QVOIXpreciation for dance.
<PM8IZIUW]V\<PMI\ZMQ[5,-¼[
JI[MTWKI\QWVIVL\PMKWUXIVa¼[OWIT
is to build a creative environment for
each dancer to learn and grow profes[QWVITTa
Stephanie Eichman, the executive
director of MDE, has trained with
\PMOZW]XNWZ[M^MVaMIZ[;PMQ[JMOQVVQVOPMZ\PQZLaMIZI[LQZMK\WZ\PQ[
dancing season. She started dancing
I\\PMIOMWN IVLQ\PI[IT_Ia[JMMV
PMZXI[[QWV?Q\PaMIZ[WN M`XMZQMVKM
QVLIVKMIVLKPWZMWOZIXPa-QKPUIV
has trained with multiple teachers
IVLKPWZMWOZIXPMLUIVaU][QKIT[)
2007 graduate of SCSU, she majored
QVJQWTWOaJ]\LIVKMQ[PMZZMITXI[sion.
“Dancing is me talking without
speaking,” Eichman said. Dance is
QUXWZ\IV\\WPMZJMKI][M[PM[Ia[I
dancer can speak volumes through
movement. Nothing gives Eichman
the same range of expression as
dance, which fuels her commitment
to her job.
Likewise, MDE Artistic Director
)UIVLI+PW]QVIZL[Ia[[PMILWZM[
PMZRWJ1V^WT^MLQVLIVKMOaUVI[tics, cheerleading, theatre, and show
choir throughout her life, she has
IT_Ia[JMMVKZMI\Q^M)LIVKMZ[QVKM
she was 4, she pursued dance seriW][TaQVKWTTMOM;PMOZIL]I\MLNZWU
SCSU in 2010 with a major in communication and minor in dance. After
joining the dance group on campus,
Chouinard met a fellow dancer who
sparked her interest in MDE, and she
soon fell in love with the program.
“I never thought people could be
dance artists for their career,” Chouinard said. Now, she has been dancing
NWZ5,-NWZÅ^MaMIZ[IVLR][\ZMceived her position of artistic director
\PQ[aMIZ;PMPIXXQTaW_V[PMZ\Q\TM
and she collaborates with Eichman.
Chouinard is in charge of choreogZIXPaIVL[PMPMTX[-QKPUIVUISM
hiring decisions and improve dancers

0RQGD\1LJKW
Jazz at the Veranda
Lounge, Monday at
8 p.m.
Õ7RPP\Öat The
Pioneer Place,
Wednesday-Sunday
at 7:30 p.m.

807<7+7=:<-;A7.5166-;7<),)6+--6;-5*4-+75

)OZW]XXMZNWZU[I\5QVVM[W\I,IVKM-V[MUJTM¼[[XZQVO[PW_1?IV\5a5<>
and all related elements for the spring
[PW_)T\PW]OP\PMaPI^MNIQZTaMY]IT
power, Eichman handles more of the
business side, like grant writing.
Eichman and Chouinard specialize in working on the annual dance
show. During the fall, MDE holds
technique classes, which are open to
IVaWVMWVM^MZaW\PMZ<]M[LIaNZWU
XU\W "XU<PMKW[\Q[WVTa
$10. Eichman and Chouinard have
intense four to six hour long rehearsals for the dancers to prepare them
for their annual spring show, too.
<PQ[aMIZ\PM\PMUMNWZ\PM[XZQVO
[PW_Q[)UITOIUI\QWV"UIVaXQMKM[
coming together to form a whole. “It
will feature a wide range of themes,
NZWU\ISQVOM^MZaLIaTQNM\WKWVKMX\[
and abstract ideas and turning them
into a dance,” Chouinard said. The
[PW_Q[WV.ZQLIa)XZQTI\\PM
8IZIUW]V\<PMI\ZMQV;\+TW]L
In order to fund their spring
[PW_5,-PW[\[IVIVV]ITJMVMÅ\
IVLQ\Q[\PMQZWVTaN]VLZIQ[MZNWZ\PM
aMIZ<PQ[aMIZ\PM\PMUMNWZ5,-¼[
MQOP\PIVV]ITJMVMÅ\Q[JTIKSIVL
white. Attendees are encouraged to
dress in either black or white semiformal wear, but it is not required.
<PM*TIKSIVL?PQ\M*MVMÅ\Q[
scheduled on Oct. 1 from 7 to 11 p.m.
at the Red Carpet Keller Bar in St.
Cloud. In order to support the organibI\QWV\PMJMVMÅ\Q[LM[QOVML\WZIQ[M

funds and awareness for the group.
¹*I[QKITTa\PMJMVMÅ\ITTW_[][\W
put on the annual spring show, and
we have a fabulous night planned
\PQ[aMIZº-QKPUIV[IQL<PMVQOP\
features a silent auction, door prizes,
appetizers, and the musical entertainment of Luke Shields and John
;PMMLa,WWZXZQbM[QVKT]LM\QKSM\[
\W8IZIUW]V\[PW_[UI[[IOM[NZWU
,IaTQTa;XIIVLXZWNM[[QWVITXPW\WOZIXP[LWVI\MLJa+P]KS6WZ_WWL
\PM5,-<MKPVQKIT,QZMK\WZ<PMa
_QTTIT[WLQ[XTIaXW[\MZ[WZ[TQLM[PW_[
WN 5,-¼[MUXTWaMM[IVLXI[\[PW_[
for the guests.
“The tickets are $25, and we
wanted to make sure the cost was
worth it for the people supporting
][[W\PMa[PW]TLJMPI^QVON]V º
Chouinard said.
Of course, the location choice
_I[[QOVQÅKIV\1V\PMJI[MUMV\WN 
the Red Carpet is the little known
Keller Bar. It is a spacious area with
a relaxed and chill vibe that Eichman
loved. “I know the owners of the Red
+IZXM\IVL\PMaOMVMZW][TaLWVI\ML
their space to us for the evening,”
Eichman said. The downtown location should attract more people to the
event, as well as the cause. Despite the
JIZI\UW[XPMZM\PMJMVMÅ\Q[WXMV\W
all ages.
)[\PMWVTaLIVKMMV[MUJTMQV;\
Cloud and Central Minnesota, MDE

offers adult dancers an outlet for
creative expression and an opportuVQ\a\WKWV\QV]M\PMQZLIVKMKIZMMZ[
while being able to share it with the
KWUU]VQ\a1\[[]Z^Q^ITLMXMVL[WV
\PM*TIKSIVL?PQ\M*MVMÅ\NWZ\PM
[XZQVO[PW_\WJMKWUMIZMITQ\a)[
IVWVXZWÅ\5,-LWM[VW\MIZV
UWVMaWV\PMQZ[PW_XMZNWZUIVKM[
turning over all their supporters’
contributions to the dancers and the
KWUXIVa)T\PW]OP5,-ZMKMQ^M[
OZIV\[\PMaIZMZMY]QZML\WUI\KP\PM
IUW]V\[\WSMMX\PMQZKWUXIVaITQ^M
[W\PMN]VLZIQ[MZPMTX[[QOVQÅKIV\Ta
“We need donations because we want
to showcase an underrepresented art
form in St. Cloud,” Eichman said.
<PM*TIKSIVL?PQ\M*MVMÅ\Q[
instrumental in supporting the art of
LIVKM¹<PMJMVMÅ\ITTW_[][\WXIa
W]ZLIVKMZ[NWZ\PM\QUM\PMaX]\QV
KW[\]UM[IVLZMPMIZ[IT[XIKM#Q\Q[
^MZaQUXWZ\IV\[W_MKIVML]KI\M;\
Cloud about modern dance,” Eichman said.
MDE is also holding an interUMLQI\MTM^MTKITTML,IVKMWTWOa
workshop on Oct. 23 at Starz Dance
Studio in Becker from 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. The cost is $68, and the classes
will focus on ballet, modern, dance
composition, musical theater, and
conditioning for dancers.at www.
\aVM[IZ\KWU

Õ+RXVHÖRIEOXHV/DXULHUHOHDVHVDOEXP
Ahmed Warraich
ALBUM REVIEW

The multi-talented Hugh
4I]ZQMPI[ÅVITTaZMTMI[MLPQ[
long-awaited album.
.WZ\PW[MWN aW]_PW
don’t know who I am talking
IJW]\0]OP4I]ZQMXWZ\ZIa[
House in the show with the
same name. This has been his
most famous role to date.
Though his fans know

him from British comedies
\PI\PMPI[[\IZZMLQVUIVa
of them are now cult classics.
“Black Adder” and “A Bit of
.ZaIVL4I]ZQMºIZM[WUMWN 
his most famous works.
Unlike other celebrities
that have ventured into the
music scene and have failed,
Laurie manages to command
aW]ZI\\MV\QWVNZWU\PM^MZa
start.
The genre of music that
he chose spoke to his heart,

and is quite a far stretch from
the main stream.
His album is steeped in
the music of New Orleans’
blues. He spoke about the
choice of the genre on his
introduction to the album.
<PMÅZ[\\QUMPMTQ[\MVML\W
\PMU][QKPM[IQLPMIT_Ia[
knew it was for him.
0M\WWS\PQ[WXXWZ\]VQ\a
^MZa[MZQW][Ta<WUIVaWN PQ[
MIZTaZMKWZLQVO[M[[QWV[W]\
of respect for the setting and

807<7+7=:<-;A7.+7>-:,=,-+75

4I]ZQMUIaVW\JMIVM`XMZ\[QVOMZJ]\PQ[ITJ]UQ[LMÅVQ\MTa_WZ\PITQ[\MV

the people around him, he
wore a suit to the recording
studio.
The album is not a mas\MZXQMKMJ]\Q\Q[I^MZaOWWL
album nonetheless.
The album starts off with
a beautiful song, “St James’
1VÅZUIZaº<PQ[[WVOPIZS[
back to the old blues masters
IVLQ\XIa[PWUIOM\WITUW[\
ITTWN \PMOZMI\JT]M[XTIaMZ[
of the past. Laurie’s voice,
\PW]OPVW\IXW_MZPW][MJa
IVaUMIV[KIZZQM[[]ZXZQ[QVO
emotional depth.
0Q[U][QKQ[PMI^QTaQVÆ]MVKMLJa8ZWNM[[WZ4WVOPIQZ
who was himself a New
Orleans blues singer and a
XQIVQ[\6W\QKMIVa[QUQTIZQties? He was a great artist and
was inducted into the Rock n’
Roll hall of fame. He was also
OQ^MVIXW[\P]UW][/ZIUUa
for his earlier recordings.
Laurie covers one of his
most famous songs in his
album, titled “Tipitina.” The
song opens to a wonderful
[WTWLWVMJa4I]ZQM1N aW]
don’t understand the song or
its substance, that is perNMK\TaÅVMI[4I]ZQMPQU[MTN 
struggled with the meaning
of the song for quite a while.
0M[Ia[\PI\NWZITTPMSVW_[
it could be about a woman, a
disease, or both.
It is clear throughout that
Laurie’s voice is not used to
singing. This also shows how
singing with an American
accent further adds to the
problems of him singing.
<PMU][QKQ[IZZIVOMLJa
)TTMV<W][[QIV\_PWQ[I^MZa
QVÆ]MV\QITKWUXW[MZQV\PM

New Orleans music scene.
A couple of other artists
also grace the album. These
include Irma Thomas, Dr.
2WPV*ZQIV¹*ZMMbMº+IaWTTM
and Sir Tom Jones. These
artists lend their own touch to
the music.
1SVW_[WUMWN aW]
wrote off this music album
\PMUWUMV\aW]PMIZL\PI\
it was blues, while some of
aW]LQLV¼\_IV\\WIVa\PQVO
to do with it since it feels like
someone’s attempt to gain
UWZMNIUM1N aW]UIVIOM\W
look past all of that, I have to
\MTTaW]\PI\aW]IZMQVNWZI
\ZMI\QN aW]PI^MVM^MZPMIZL
blues before. I would suggest
\PI\aW]OQ^MQ\I[PW\#aW]
won’t regret it.
This is a good blues reKWZL1N aW]IZM0]OP4I]ZQM
NIVaW]_QTTLMÅVQ\MTaJM
surprised as to how versatile
he is.
AW][PW]TLJ]a\PQ[
album if for nothing else
just for Hugh Laurie, and
the boldness he has shown
with this record. It is not an
MI[a\PQVO[QVOQVOJT]M[0M
is not a singer, but for all of
aW]JT]M[NIV[\PW[M_PWIZM
TQ^QVOQVWJ[K]ZQ\a\PQ[Q[IV
ITJ]UJaIVIZ\Q[\\PI\aW]Z
friends might know. Though
Q\¼[VW\OWQVO\WZM_ZQ\MIVa
music charts, and I wouldn’t
PWTLUaJZMI\PWVQ\_QVVQVO
I/ZIUUa\PQ[aMIZQ\Q[I
OWWLITJ]U\WPI^MQVaW]Z
collection.
1N aW]LWV¼\R]LOMPQ[
^WKIT[\WWPIZ[PTaQ\Q[I^MZa
VQKMKWTTMK\QWVWN ^MZa_MTT
written songs.

3OD\HUVÖ
3HUIRUDPDQFH
*URXS2SHQ0LF
1LJKWat Eastman
Hall 201 Thursday
at 5 p.m.
-RKQQ\+ROP
%DQGat the Red
Carpet Nightclub,
Thursday at 9:30
p.m.
&DUV at the
Atwood Theater,
Thursday-Sunday
at 8 p.m.

&KDUPLQ0LFKHOOH
WKH-D]],PSRUWV
at House of Pizza
Friday at 7 p.m.
%R\G/HH 
$LPHH)LVFKHUat
theVeranda Lounge,
Friday at 9 p.m.
$QGUHZ:DOHVFK
at the Veranda
Lounge, Saturday
at 9 p.m.
3DVWLFKHat the
Paramount,
Saturday at 7:30
p.m.
Current Exhibit at
912 Regency: (ULN
.DUOVRQ, from Oct.
3-30.

Current Exhibit
at Atwood
Gallery: %UDGIRUG
.LVVHOO - Alternate
Angles, Sept. 19Oct. 27.

&ODVVLÀHGV
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HOUSING
7 TO 9 BEDROOM
Houses. Large Bedrooms,
3 Baths, D/W, Laundry,
Parking, 2 Blocks To Miller
Library, E.P.M 251-6005
3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673
AVAIL. IMMEDIATELY
Large 2 Bed Laundry
Off St. Parking Near Halenbeck Reduced Rate
251-0029 LV MSG

LOOK WHAT I HAVE!
1 & 2 Bdrm Apts
Available Now. Close
To SCSU And Bus Line.
Call Jacqueline 320-260-3448
www.nomgmt.com
ESCAPE THE
NOISY DORM LIFE!
We Have 1 & 2 & 4 Bedroom
Apts And Single Bedrooms
Available. Heat, Basic
Cable, Trash, Water Included.
Call Laura 320-249-3090
www.nomgmt.com
3&4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7 Bedroom
Hourses. Call For Specials.
320-259-9673

UNIVERSITY PLACE
APARTMENTS
4 Bedroo Heat Paid, A/C,
D/W, Parking, Avail. E.P.M.
251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

GRAB A FRIEND
1,2,3,4 BEDROOM
AND LEAVE THE DORM Apartments For Rent! Prime
LIFE BEHIND!
Locations! Huge Kitchens!
Come view our 1 & 2 &
Huge Bedrooms! Utilities Paid
4bedroom apts and single
For! New Carpet! Secured
bedrooms. Heat, basic cable,
Building With Parking lot. 3
trash, water included.
Blocks Fom Campus Specials
LOW SECURITY
Call Patty 320-217-4115
On Rent! Call 320-492-1230
Deposit SE side 1 & 2 & 4
www.nomgmt.com
bedroom apts and single bedCAN’T FIND A PARKING
rooms available. Heat, basic
SPOT?
AFFORDABLE
&
QUIET!
cable, trash, water included.
We Are Located On The
We’re Located On The SE
Call Dave 320-267-4881
Bus Line, Close To SCSU. 1
Side 1 & 2 & 4 Bedroom
www.nomgmt.com
& 2 Bedroom Apts And Single
Apts And Single Bedrooms
Bedrooms Available Call
Available.
Heat,
Basic
Cable,
FEMALES AND MALES
Laura 320-249-3090
Private rooms in 4 bedroom Trash, Water Included. Call
www.nomgmt.com
Patty
320-217-4115
Apts. Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking, Clean, Close. E.P.M.
www.nomgmt.com
251-6005

EMPLOYMENT
LOCAL COMPANY
NEEDS TO FILL
F/T Openings In Customer
Service. Training Provided.
Great Starting Pay. Start
Today! Call For Interview.
320-656-0222

FOR SALE
NEW MP3-CD
THRILLER #2 $20
308-2126
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SCSU Sports
Schedule
Sept. 26 - Oct. 2
FOOTBALL

Northern State University
Oct. 1, 4:00 p.m.
Home

SOCCER

Bemidji State
Oct. 1, 1:00 p.m.
Away
University of Minnesota, Duluth
Oct. 2, 1:00 p.m.
Away

VOLLEYBALL
Concordia St. Paul
Oct. 1, 3:00 p.m.
Away

GOLF

RMAC Crossover
Sept. 26
Away

Sports & Fitness
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Columns
Players, owners get greedy
Ahmed Warraich
HEALTH COLUMN

This has to be the year of the
lockouts.
It started with a couple of owners in the NFL wanting to get more
money.
This fateful decision resulted in a
lockout.
It is because of this that we have
already seen a marked deterioration
in defense and offences around the
league.
Many people would attribute this
to the lock out, after which there was
the state shutdown in Minnesota.
The result cost the state a lot of
money and agony for the people who
live here.
There was already talks looming
on the horizon as early as the all star
break, that the lockout is bound to
happen by the end of the playoffs.
Most people think of the lock out
I[[QUXTaIÅOP\JM\_MMV\PMUQTTQWVaires and the billionaires.
This sentiment is shared by many,
but regardless the game of basketball
has fallen on tough times. Gone are
the days when Michael Jordan used
to play and would attracts millions of
viewers.
Though certainly the league does
not lack any star power these days but
has been more or less stagnant.
The same teams make it to the top
each year, and a handful of franchises
within the leagues are so woefully
managed that it has left them in almost certain bankruptcy.
Unlike the owners for the NFL

teams some of the contentious points
raised by the NBA do tend to make
sense. The last couple of years the bad
teams seemed to be getting worse, and
the good teams seem to get better.
The question though now becomes
how much of it is actually the fault of
the players.
Why should the players pay for
something that is obviously the fault
WN \PMNZWV\WNÅKM'
It is not their fault that, like the
Patriots, the Lakers do a good job of
ÅVLQVO\ITMV\IVLSMMXQVOQ\
The other side to this problem
is the fact that this is nothing but a
myth.
Though the Lakers do make it to
the play offs, this does not mean the
same is not true for the Patriots, who
have the hard salary cap and make it
to the play offs every year.
The facts here are being twisted by
David Stern and the owners who want
a bigger share of the pie.
They want to emulate the formula
set by the NFL, all the while ignoring
the fact that NBA has been doing better every year.
They have not been losing money,
but most of the teams have been
rather making it.
The biggest media market teams
have been doing a lot better like New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles.
Viewership is up every year thanks
to athletes such as LeBron James, and
it seems like everyone is interested
in talking about him and the Miami
Heat.
Surely LeBron is thanking everyone for the free advertisement. Some

of the smaller market teams have
been dominant.
The most famous example in recent times are the San Antonio Spurs
and the Dallas Mavericks. So this idea
that small market teams can not win is
based on very shallow premise.
Other small teams like Orlando
magic and Oklahoma City Thunder
have made it to the playoffs as well.
Another point that the owners
raise that is they want a lesser number
of years for a guaranteed contract.
This is interesting because compared to the contract lengths that
players in the NFL get the recent
contracts of LeBron, Chris Bosh and
Dwayne Wade all seem to be 5 years
long.
This is about the same length as
the contracts that are being signed by
the NFL players.
In the end, it boils down to greed
on part of the owners.
They want to see more investment
on their return and they want to see
it now, rather than further down the
line.
The lock out already has claimed
the preseason with ESPN reporting
that league has cancelled the preseason.
They are very close to cancelling
regular season games as well.
Many of the players are already
thinking about playing abroad with
other teams. Recently Kobe Bryant
was offered nearly $600,000 per game
at an Italian basketball club.
If the NBA lockout persists longer
it will only hurt the cause of the owners.

NSIC Fall Championship
Oct. 1-2
Away
RMAC Crossover
Oct. 2
Away

HOCKEY

Union
Oct. 1, 4:07 p.m.
Away

PHOTO COURTESY OF SPORTSOFBOSTON.COM

Talk of the NBA lockout has been going on for months.

Fans
surprised
by
NFL
Minnesota
Sports
Schedule

Sept. 26 - Oct. 2
VIKINGS

Vikings @ Chiefs
Oct. 2, 12:00 p.m.
Away

TWINS

Twins vs. Royals
Sept. 26, 7:10 p.m.
Home
Twins vs. Royals
Sept. 27, 7:10 p.m.
Home
Twins vs. Royals
Sept. 28, 7:10 p.m.
Home

Allan Gall

SPORTS COLUMN

Two weeks of football are now
in the books and this long-awaited
season has surprised fans across the
country.
There have been many close
games and match-ups that featured
WNNMV[Q^MÅZM_WZS[IVLLMNMV[Q^M
struggles.
Through it all, only seven teams
have emerged unscathed as far as their
records go.
But which of these fortunate few
are true contenders in this year’s
TMIO]M'
The obvious players in contention
this year have to include the aerial
aces of Green Bay, New England, and
New Orleans (despite their early loss).
The shortened offseason may have
left some defenses sluggish in the secondary, but very few defensive backs
can hope to slow the teams that lead
the league in passing yards.
This is not to say that the playoff
spots belong to the mammoth teams
of years past.
Many teams that missed the playoffs last season are showing some life
QV\PMQZÅZ[\\_WW]\QVO[
One team that has literally gone
from zero to hometown hero after
only a few years is the Detroit Lions.
It seems like only yesterday the
Lions were nothing more than a professional punch-line.
Look for this young and talented
team to ride their electric offense to
threaten Green Bay’s playoff spot in
the NFC North.
On the opposite end of the league,

the Houston Texans have shown a
dramatic improvement on the defensive side of the ball.
It may be too soon to jump to conclusions, but their defense has gone
NZWU_WZ[\\WÅZ[\QVaIZL[ITTW_ML
This improvement comes after appointing a new defensive coordinator
in Wade Phillips and converting to a
3-4 defense.
Combine that with an offense that
can score 21 points by just walking
out of the tunnel, and there may not
be room on the bandwagon later on
down the season.
Let’s not forget that the AFC
South is wide open due to the absence
of Peyton Manning.
A lack of competition never hurt
any young team.
Success, however, does not come
without skepticism for some of the
undefeated teams.
The Bills have found early success
on offense.
However, they have to contend
with what may be one of the strongest
divisions in the league.
Let’s not forget that Buffalo allowed a less than impressive Oakland
team to rack up 35 points in their last
game.
At best, this squad may have to
hope for a favorable season and a
wildcard spot.
The Washington Redskins also
ÅVL\PMU[MT^M[_Q\PINI^WZIJTMZMcord thus far in the season.
Many questions are left unanswered when this franchise is concerned.
Does Rex Grossman have the
ability to continue his stellar perforUIVKM['

Will Tim Hightower remain con[Q[\MV\LW_V\PMZWIL'
Finally, does head coach Mike
Shanahan still have any tricks left in
\PI\L][\aXTIaJWWSWN PQ['
<PMÅVIT\MIUXMZKPMLI\WX\PM
standings at the end of week two relies
heavily upon its defensive performance.
The New York Jets have been a
playoff team for the last two years.
This is undoubtedly thanks to their
unforgiving defense and commitment
to the running game.
The Jets feature an improving
quarterback, solid offseason acquisitions, and the presence of possibly
the best running back tandem in the
league.
It does remain to be seen whether
this old-school approach can hold
up to the pass-heavy teams that have
found so much success in recent years.
Hopefully for the Jets, the best
offense will continue to be a good
defense.
Thankfully for the fans of the underdogs, there is still plenty of football
left to be played.
Most teams are only a few wins
away from being next month’s hot
team.
Many clubs are struggling with
injury problems, but this opens the
door for young players to step up and
earn a starting role.
This season is ultimately undecided as of now.
One can speculate until the Lombardi Trophy is once again lifted and
brought to another hometown parade.
That reason is why the game is
played every Sunday.
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+XVNLHVZLQLQ1RUWK'DNRWD
Staff Report
0][SQM[_QVIOIQV[\\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 5IZaWV
Saturday.
,IV\M;\M_IZLIVL5QKPIMT?ITSMZZ][PMLNWZW^MZ
aIZL[MIKPQV\PM_QVNWZ\PM0][SQM[
*ZIVLWV/MQ[[PIL\_W\W]KPLW_V[IVLPILKIZZQM[
for 87 yards.
Geiss is a sophomore from Shorewood, Ill.
;+;=Q[VW_ZMKWZLQV\PM6WZ\PMZV;]V1+
6WZ\P,Q^Q[QWV
<PM0][SQM[IZMW^MZITTIVLW^MZITTQV\PM
NSIC.
=5IZaQ[W^MZITTIVLQV\PM6;1+IVLQV
the NSIC North.
;\M_IZLZ][PMLNWZaIZL[IVLWVM\W]KPLW_VWV
KIZZQM[
Steward is a senior running back for the Huskies.

Walker, a sophomore, running back had seven carries
NWZaIZL[QVPQ[ÅZ[\aIZLOIUM
<PM0][SQM[PILI\W\ITWN WNNMV[Q^MaIZL[_Q\P
yards on the ground.
=5IZaOIQVMLaIZL[WN \W\ITWNNMV[M_Q\P
coming in the air.
;+;=UI[[ML\IKSTM[NWZTW[[IVLÅ^MY]IZ\MZJIKS
sacks.
<PWUI[2WPV[WVIR]VQWZTQVMJIKSMZTML\PM\MIU_Q\P
eight tackles.
2]VQWZ5IZ^QV5I\\PM_[KWTTMK\ML[M^MV\IKSTM[QVKT]Ling two tackles for loss.
<PM0][SQM[[KWZMLÅZ[\IVL\PM=5IZa\QML\PMOIUM
I\WVIaIZLQV\MZKMX\QWVZM\]ZVJa5IZQKM*]Zrough.
<PM[KWZMI\\PMPITN _I[;+;=
807<7+7=:<-;A7.0=;3A)<04-<1+;
<PM0][SQM[ÅVQ[PML\PMOIUM_Q\PIZ]VQV\PM
Andrew Elliot rushes during the game Saturday
NW]Z\PY]IZ\MZ\WKIX\]ZM\PM_QVNWZ;+;=
against the Universtiy of Mary.

3URßOH
Continued from Page
State last season.
When Kubes is here in St. Cloud he really enjoys
watching television and playing video games with his
friends during his spare time.
He loves taking trips to northern Minnesota to soak in
\PMJMI]\aWN \PM_QTLMZVM[[IVLIT[WOM\[WUMÅ[PQVOQV
Kubes feels peaceful and relaxed when he is enjoying
the out doors, “My ultimate goal would be having a family
and living out in the country.” Kubes said.
In the summer time he enjoys getting out on the golf
course. Kubes hates shopping, “I’ll leave that one to my
mom.” Kubes said laughing.
Kubes says, “Live life to the fullest and experience the
things that you normally would not do.
3]JM[LZMIURWJQ[\WJMIÅVIVKQITIVITa[\#ZQOP\VW_
PQ[UIRWZQ[ÅVIVKM)N\MZOZIL]I\QVONZWU;+;=3]JM[
_W]TLTQSM\WOWNWZPQ[5*)IVL5I[\MZ[LMOZMM
He is not sure if football is in the plans after graduation.

“M
y ultimate goal would be
having a family and living out in
the country,”

Tony Kubes
Senior Husky football player and team captain

807<7+7=:<-;A7.0=;3A)<04-<1+;

Tony Kubes, a senior Husky football player, grew up
in New Prague, Minn.

+RFNH\FHQWHUUHQRYDWLRQVEHJLQ
Brian Gardner
STAFF WRITER

The renovation of the National Hockey and Event
+MV\MZ_QTTJMOWQVOWVL]ZQVO\PM;+;=
hockey season.
The renovation of the NHEC is meant to create excitement for the fans and others that are involved.
“We expect our fan base to be as strong or stronger
during the renovation project,” said Tom Nelson, assistant
LQZMK\WZWN )\PTM\QK5MLQI:MTI\QWV[I\;+;=
“The renovation won’t stop me from going to the
games, I’m excited for the new arena,” said Matthew FernPWTbI[\]LMV\I\;+;=IVLIJQONIVWN 0][SaPWKSMa
This winter most of the work will be on the exterior
of the building and this should have little or no effect on
\PMNIV[\PI\IZMMV\MZQVO\PMNIKQTQ\a<PM\ZINÅKMV\MZQVO
the parking lots may slow a bit because of the closing of

+RFNH\

Herb Brooks Way near the National Hockey Center once
construction begins.
“For the most part there should be minimal impact
on parking,” Nelson said. “Throughout the construction
process, we will strive to maintain a top quality game-day
experience.”
?PMV\PMZMVW^I\QWVQ[KWUXTM\MQV\PM60-+
W\PMZ\PIVPWKSMa_QTTPW][M [MI\[NWZKWVKMZ\[
theater, and other athletic and entertainment opportuni\QM[.WZPWKSMa\PMKMV\MZ_QTTNMI\]ZMKT]J[MI\QVO
luxury suites, a team store, a wider concourse and other
amenities to enhance the fan experience.
“We think the National Hockey and Event Center has
outstanding potential and it will become an even greater
asset to Central Minnesota once the renovation is completMLº[IQL)LZQIV;\IQ\Q[MVQWZ^QKMXZM[QLMV\NWZJ][QVM[[
WXMZI\QWV[NWZ.ZWV\:W_5IZSM\QVO;MZ^QKM[
<PMZMVW^I\QWVQ[JMQVON]VLML_Q\P UQTTQWVNZWU
\PM[\I\MWN 5QVVM[W\IIVLKTW[M\W UQTTQWVQVXZQ^I\M

money, sponsorships and naming rights.
<PMZMVW^I\QWV_QTTIT[WJMVMÅ\\PM0][SaUMV¼[IVL
women’s hockey teams by improving the locker rooms,
[\INN WNÅKM[IVL\PM\MIUUMM\QVOZWWU[
“I think the renovation will help with recruiting new
\ITMV\º[IQL,ZM_4I*TIVKKIX\IQVIVLNWZ_IZLWN \PM
;+;=PWKSMa\MIU<PMLM[QOVQ[\WUISM\PM60-+I
premiere arena for the Central Minnesota region.
“The renovation is designed to enhance and improve
the experience of our student-athletes,” Nelson said.
2][\ZMKMV\Ta\PM;+;=UMV¼[PWKSMa\MIUPI[IKKMX\ed their invitation to be in the National Collegiate Hockey
Conference.
“The NCHC is aware of the upcoming changes, and
the plans for the renovation will stay the same,” Nelson
said. “We are excited about our future in The National and
the results of the renovation project will place the National
Hockey and Event Center among The National’s top facilities.”

explained, the institution will continue to
)KW]XTM_MMS[IOW\PM]VQ^MZ[Q\a_I[
support “this great state” and the programs
asked to provide the NCHC with informathat are in Minnesota.
tion
on
a
template.
Continued from Page
Since this decision does not affect the
“It was a really involved process from
K]ZZMV\PWKSMa[MI[WV5W\bSWIVLPQ[
our standpoint in what we were asking in
team are preparing for this season. The
terms of information,” Faison said.
for Husky hockey. “The university is on
?+0)Q[IKWUXM\Q\Q^MKWVNMZMVKMIVLPI[
Information
that
was
requested
included
the verge of going to great places right now
many rivalries.
QV[\Q\]\QWVXZWÅTMIKILMUQKXZWÅTMTW\[WN 
and this move will give us the opportunity
“We have some great rivalry and the
XIZ\QK]TIZY]M[\QWV[IJW]\XZWOZIU[\INÅVO
\W\MTTW]Z[\WZaIZW]VL\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[º
rivalry
is only determined by if you are able
[QbMJ]LOM\[[]KKM[[\QKSM\[ITM[IVL\aXM[
)\PTM\QK,QZMK\WZ5WZZQ[3]Z\b[IQL\PM
\WJMI\MIKPW\PMZº5W\bSW[IQL¹1N
aW]
of
ticket
sales.
athletics department is excited about the
_IV\\WIKKMX\I,Q^Q[QWV1[KPWTIZ[PQXIVL
Faison described the process as deliberdecision.
enter that building you want that challenge
ate while the NCHC tried to be as expediIn March, two teams decided to leave
and I think it will be a continuation of
tious
as
they
could
be.
\PM?+0)\WNWZU\PM*QO<MVKWVNMZMVKM
“We tried to keep it as quiet as we could that.”
QV,Q^Q[QWV1PWKSMaIVLQV2]VMÅ^M\MIU[
;+;=_QTTKWV\QV]M\PMKWUXM\Q\Q^M
because ultimately we didn’t know how it
announced their intentions to leave the
seasons when they enter NCHC play the
would play out and we didn’t want to hurt
conference to create the NCHC.
MVLWN 
Potter revealed the initial announcement an institution in any way,” Faison said.
“Eight members are a nice number. It is
)[\]La_I[KWVL]K\ML\WTWWSI\WXwas a surprise.
a
perfect
round robin. Everyone is in every\QWV[·[\IaQVOQV\PM?+0)WZRWQVQVO\PM
¹)\\PM\QUM\PMLMKQ[QWV_I[IVVW]VKML
one’s
rink,”
Faison said.
NCHC,
Potter
said.
it was not clear to us if we would be invited
1VÆ]MVKQVONIK\WZ[_MZM"M`XMZQMVKM\W
or if we were invited if it would be the best
the fans, the impact on student athletes and
decision for us,” Potter said.
\PMM`XMZQMVKM;+;=PI[PILQV\PMXI[\
<PMIVVW]VKMUMV\[TMN\\PM?+0)
_Q\PÅ^M\MIU[I[WN \PM[MI[WV Potter explained.
“We are always committed to the wellThe conference invited Northern Michigan
being of our student athletes,” Potter said.
=VQ^MZ[Q\a\WRWQV\PMKWVNMZMVKMIVL\PM
“In the end, it was the only decision that
invitation was accepted.
seemed
right for us and we are delighted to
¹?M_MZM_WZSQVO_Q\P\PM?+0)I[
announce
that we are joining the NCHC.
they were taking their next steps … we care
The conference is committed to winning
IJW]\\PMN]\]ZMWN KWTTMOMPWKSMa)\VW
programs, high level of play and a univertime in the process did we pull back from
[Q\a[\ZI\MOa\PI\ZMKWOVQbM[PWKSMaI[I
\PM?+0)IVLKPW[MVW\\WXIZ\QKQXI\M
premier sport at the institution and to the
actively,” Potter said. “We continue to be
success of the student athletes,” Potter said.
supportive and will be for the remaining
5W\bSW\ITSMLIJW]\\PMPQ[\WZaWN 
\_WaMIZ[WN \PM?+0)º
;+;=PWKSMa
¹<PMV]UJMZWN \MIU[_I[V¼\ÅVQ\MIVL
“Twenty-two years ago we had a small
we knew that at some point we would be
group of people here. They had a dream
adding divisional teams and there would
and a goal of taking a division III team
be a lot of factors that would play into that
and going division I and at that time we
LMKQ[QWV=T\QUI\MTa_PI\Q[\PMQZKWUUQ\_MZM[]XXWZ\MLJa\PM?+0)\WUISM\PI\
ment to the highest level of competition
UW^Mº5W\bSW[IQLILLQVO\PI\aMIZ[
in hockey that really drives things,” Faison
TI\MZ;+;=Q[[\QTTIaW]VOXZWOZIU
said.
¹?MPI^MJMMV_QLTa[]KKM[[N]TQV
“We knew they were going to take steps
years
of what we wanted to accomplish and
to grow that number and we knew that we
we were supported by our friends in the
would be considered in their number when
?+0)º5W\bSW[IQL
the conference had grown to its desired
President Earl H. Potter III and Head
)[;+;=UW^M[NWZ_IZL5W\bSW
[QbMº8W\\MZ[IQL
SCSU will join the NCHC.

From a conference post-season standpoint, an eight-member group works well,
but if there is a team worthy of being
number nine, the conference will consider
it, Faison said.
“[We’re] looking forward to the compe\Q\QWVQVº.IQ[WVILLML
The conference is now at eight members
[QVKM?M[\MZV5QKPQOIV=VQ^MZ[Q\aIT[W
recently accepted their invitation to join the
NCHC.
The founding six members include
+WTWZILW+WTTMOM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN ,MV^MZ
5QIUQ=VQ^MZ[Q\a=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 5QVVM[W\I,]T]\P=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 6MJZI[SI
7UIPIIVL=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 6WZ\P,ISW\I
The founding six members include ColoZILW+WTTMOM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN ,MV^MZ5QIUQ
=VQ^MZ[Q\a=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 5QVVM[W\I,]T]\P
=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 6MJZI[SI7UIPIIVL=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 6WZ\P,ISW\I
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Coach Bob Motzko after announcing
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Huskies place at invite
Staff Report
Huskies women’s cross country team placed 9th at the
Roy GriakCross Invitational in Minneapolis on Sept. 24.
The men’s team placed 22nd in the invitational.
Keely Rubasch led the women’s team with a 29th place
ÅVQ[PW^MZITTIVL3aTM6M]UIVTML\PMUMVQV\PXTIKM
Top 5 Teams in the women’s division
+IT*MZSTMa   
1W_I;\I\M  !
)ZQbWVI  
5QKPQOIV;\I\M!
5QVVM[W\I!! 
Top 10 Individuals in the women’s division
,MJWZIP5IQMZ+IT"!
5WZOIV0I_[*A="
2MVVQNMZ*MZOUIV)ZQbWVI"
-T^QV3QJM\)ZQbWVI"
;\MXPIVQM8ZQKM5QVVM[W\I"

Dragons
Continued from Page
goal from a distance. The Huskies’ Morhardt and the
Dragons’ Larissa Crain were involved in a mid air collision
that left Crain visibly shaken afterward.
The Huskies wouldn’t relent, and got a couple of really
OWWLWXXWZ\]VQ\QM[\W[KWZMJ]\KW]TLV¼\ÅVQ[PQ\WNN<Wward the end of the game, there was renewed vigor shown
by the Dragons, trying to level the score. The Huskies
were up to the task. With a minute remaining, the Huskies’

Top 10 Teams in the men’s division
6WZ\P+IZWTQVI;\I\M !
8WZ\TIVL!
5QVVM[W\I!!
)ZQbWVI;\I\M !
8MVV;\I\M  ! !
1W_I;\I\M  
+IT8WTa!  !!
5QKPQOIV;\I\M!
!+ITQNWZVQI   !
,]SM  

>1>-34)5;)4;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Top 10 Individuals in the men’s division
4I_Q4ITIVO)ZQbWVI"
:aIV0QTT6WZ\P+IZWTQVI;\I\M"
0I[[IV5MIL5QVVM[W\I" 
3MTTa?QMJM:MOQVI"!
,IZQ][<MZZa)ZQbWVI;\I\M"
<ZM^WZ,]VJIZ8WZ\TIVL"
+ITT]U0I_SQV[*]\TMZ"
3aTM,I_[WV8MVV;\I\M"
!,I^QL+IZLWVI+IT8WTa" 
)TNZML3QXKP]UI8WZ\TIVL"!

The Mustangs’ Sandra takes the free kick.

Huskies win
3-0 at home

Kelsey Helgeson would get a yellow card for misconduct.
The free kick was the last attempt by the Dragons to
level the score, but it was cleared by the Huskies’ defendMZ[IVL\PM0][SQM[KIUMW]\WV\WX)N\MZ\PMOIUM
+PMT[Ma8MZUMV\MZWVMWN \PM\PZMMKIX\IQV[NWZ\PM0][kies, said, “We struggled a little bit today, we kept pushing
through. We had a little problem connecting passes, but
the second half we started passing around. We persevered
through the frustrations and didn’t give up.”
The Huskies improved to 3-4 in the season and imXZW^ML\WQV\PM6;1+<PMaXTIaIOIQV[\+ZWWS[\WV
WV;]VLIa;MX\I\XUI\0][Sa;\ILQ]U

Staff Report

<PM0][SQM[LMNMI\ML\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN ;QW]`.ITT[JaI
[KWZMWN ?MLVM[LIa
<PMÅZ[\PITN _I[[KWZMTM[[L]ZQVO\PMVQOP\OIUMI\
Husky Stadium.
3IZI,IPUMVX]\;+;=IPMILWVIOWITI[[Q[\ML
Ja[MVQWZ+PMT[Ma8MZUMV\MZ,IPUMVQ[I[WXPWUWZM
UQLÅMTLMZNWZ\PM0][SQM[
A few minutes later the Huskies scored again. Junior
forward Kayla Kramer scored on an assist by junior Mary
Morhardt.
Dahmen once again found the goal for her second goal
of the night with an assist from junior Shannon Sorensen.
<PM_QVOQ^M[\PM0][SQM[IZMKWZLWN NWZ\PM
season.

>1>-34)5;)4;<)..807<7/:)80-:
807<7+7=:<-;A7.0=;3A)<0-<1+;

Kenzie Hanzlik posts second consecutive shutout.

Huskies’ Kara Dahmen and Dragons’ Amanda Wurdeman rush to get the ball.

Husky volleyball loses two in a row
Staff Report

<PM0][SQM[_MV\WV\PMZWILNWZI6WZ\PMZV;]V
1V\MZKWTTMOQI\M+WVNMZMVKM6;1+[MZQM[IVLWXMVML
the weekend with a four set loss at Minnesota State
=VQ^MZ[Q\a5WWZPMIL
<PM0][SQM[NMTT\WW^MZITTIVLIOIQV[\
6;1+\MIU[;\+TW]L;\I\MQ[QVZWILOIUM[\PQ[
season.
<PM,ZIOWV[_WV\PMÅZ[\\_W[M\[<PM0][SQM[
didn’t have the momentum to win the match but
fought back and took the third set.
<PMÅZ[\[M\_I[IJIKSIVLNWZ\PINNIQZ5;=5
[KWZMLNW]Z[\ZIQOP\XWQV\[\WOWIPMILIN\MZ\PM
[M\_I[\QMLI\
5;=5WWZPMILR]UXMLW]\\WITMILQV\PM
[MKWVL[M\IVL_MV\WV\W_QV
1V\PM\PQZL[M\;+;=PIL\PMTMIL\_QKMIVL\WWS
\PM[M\_Q\PI_QV
The fourth set once again had the Dragons and
Huskies going back and forth. The Huskies had the
momentum at the beginning of the set but the match
went to the Dragons.
<PM,ZIOWV[ÅVQ[PML\PMUI\KP_Q\PI!I\\IKS
XMZKMV\IOMIVL\PM0][SQM[ÅVQ[PMLI\;+;=
sophomore sophomore Ellie Dietzen had seven blocks
and four block assists. Jordan Hansen and Erica Beacom each had 12 kills a piece.
5;=5¼[5IOOQM/Z]JMZTMLITTXTIaMZ[_Q\P!
kills.

)OIQV[\\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 5QVVM[W\I
Crookston,The Huskies started the match with a win
L]ZQVO\PMÅZ[\[M\+ZWWS[\WVJI\\TMLJIKSIVL_WV
the second set over the Huskies.
<PM0][SQM[LZWXXML\W W^MZITTIVLQV\PM
6;1+
<PM/WTLMV-IOTM[QUXZW^ML\W W^MZITTIVL

QV\PM6;1+
;+;=[WXPWUWZM;PMTJa8M\MZ[WVTMLITTXTIaMZ[
QV\PMUI\KP_Q\PSQTT[\W\IT;MVQWZ-ZQKI*MIKWU
ILLMLSQTT[IVLÅZ[\aMIZPQ\\MZ5IZa6M]MVLWZN 
ILLML\MVSQTT[<PM0][SQM[PQ\ QV\PMUI\KP
5QVVM[W\I+ZWWS[\WVPQ\QV\PMUI\KPIVL
was led by Morgan VanGerpen with 13 kills.

807<7+7=:<-;A7.0=;3A)<04-<1+;

Huskies preparing for the set this week on the road. Huskies lose both games.

Huskies place ninth at invite
;\+TW]L;\I\M
\P
3MZJMZ-UQTa
;+;=_WUMV¼[OWTN \MIUXTIKML\MV\PI\\PM5][\IVO
\\P
1V^Q\I\QWVITPW[\MLJa;W]\P_M[\5QVVM[W\I;\I\M=VQ^MZ5IVV;PIaVVI
sity on Saturday and Sunday.
\P
The Huskies had a team score of 348-343 to equal
;\WMJM:IKPIMT
!NWZ\PM\_WLIa\W\IT)]O][\IVI+WTTMOM_WV\PM
\VL
\MIU\Q\TM_Q\PI[KWZMWN !!
;I]MZ;PMTJa
;+;=[MVQWZ-UQTa3MZJMZ\QMLNWZ\PXTIKMIN\MZ
\ZL
XW[\QVO[KWZM[WN   NWZI
+WVZI\P*IQTMa
;MVQWZ;PIaVVI5IVV[PW\  \WMY]ITIVL
82nd
XTIKML\PW^MZITT)VW\PMZ[MI[WVTW_NWZI[QVOTMZW]VL
+TMUMV\[4QVL[Ma
KIUMNZWU[MVQWZ:IKPIMT;\WMJM_Q\PIV 
88th
Staff Report
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Emily Kerber a senior golfer at SCSU looks down
the fairway at the invitational.
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Huskies join new hockey conference
Christian Bursch
SPORTS EDITER

Thursday President Earl H. Potter III announced
SCSU men’s hockey will join the National Collegiate
Hockey Conference.
“We will withdraw membership in the Western Collegiate Hockey Association as of the end of the 2012-2013
season,” Potter said and added it was not an easy decision
to leave the WCHA but that he feels the NCHC has a
commitment to success.
“We are delighted to be able to maintain our league
relationship with North Dakota,” Potter said as he looked
to his right where Brian Faison, athletic director of the
University of North Dakota, was sitting.
“We are very excited and honored to have SCSU as
a partner,” Faison said who was also representing the
NCHC.
“The hockey pulse is exciting and we are moving in
the right direction,” said Bob Motzko, the head coach
SHUN JIE YONG / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

6HH+RFNH\Page

The National Hockey Center is set to go through renovations during the 2011-2012 hockey season.

Huskies edge out
Dragons 1-0 to win
Ahmed Warraich
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU soccer team
beat Minnesota State University Moorhead Dragons
1-0 at Husky Stadium Saturday. The game was close
until the 62 minute mark in
the second half, when Kara
Dahmen scored a goal for

the Huskies to edge out the
Dragons. After the game,
goal keeper Kenzie Hanzlik said, “The shutout was
really nice, I love getting a
shutout. I like contributing
to the win. It feels good.”
The teams were evenly
matched, with no team
gaining the upper hand.
The contest was more of a
contest of possession, with

VIVEK LAMSAL / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Huskies’ Shannon Sorensen jumps for a header
pass to her teammates.

both teams looking to create opportunities.
The Huskies started
WNN \PMÅZ[\PITN PWXQVO\W
get an early advantage, but
many attacks were thwarted
by the Dragon’s defense.
Both teams struggled early
on with creating opportunities to score. There was
a lot of movement up the
UQLÅMTLJaJW\P\MIU[
but most of them would be
countered by the defense.
The Huskies coach
made quick substitutions
after which the game beKIUMUWZMÆ]QL_Q\PJW\P
teams creating some scoring
opportunities. The Huskies
couldn’t capitalize on any
of them to take the lead.
Husky defenders almost
gave away a goal after they
failed to clear the ball,
which gave the Dragons a
clear opportunity to score,
but they couldn’t convert.
The Dragons had a scoring
opportunity off a corner
kick which was turned aside
by Hanzlik. Hanzlik said after the game, “Our defense
today was a little shaky. I
don’t really know why we
were a little unorganized
today.”
The coach for the Dragons made a couple of quick
[]J[\Q\]\QWV[J]\\PMÅZ[\

VIVEK LAMSAL / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Dragons’ Ashley Gallegos comes in while Huskies’ Amber Warzala tries to clear
off the defense for the Huskies.

half ended without either
team having any decisive
edge. The teams struggled
QV\PMÅZ[\PITN _Q\PKZMI\ing chances to score, and at
\PMMVLWN \PMÅZ[\PITN\PM
score was tied at zero.
The Dragons had some
scoring opportunities in the
second half. They had a
good chance when Amanda
Wurdeman beat a Husky
defender. This was waved
off because she was off
sides. The Dragons would
not have to wait long for a
second chance. On a corner
kick, Wurdeman for the
Dragons almost scored, but
this time the ball went sail-

PMZÅVOMZ\QX[<PM0][SQM[
ing over the goal.
got a corner kick off of the
The Huskies had an
attempt.
injury to Amber Warzala,
They didn’t waste the
forcing her to leave the
opportunity and scored on
game. Huskies won a corner soon after, however they the corner taken by Sarah
Clapp. The header by Dahwould not be able to score
men found the back of the
and the Dragons counnet, and the Huskies put
ter attacked but couldn’t
themselves on the board
convert.
The Huskies cleared the 1-0. They made two quick
substitutions to consolidate
corner, and led by Mary
\PMXW[Q\QWVWV\PMÅMTLIVL
Morhardt went on the atbring in fresh legs.
tack, but were stopped by
They piled on the
the Dragons’ defense. On
pressure and the Dragons
the ensuing throw-in, the
were left to take shots on
Huskies’ Laura Moline algoal from a distance. The
most found the back of the
net, but was turned aside by
the goal keeper using only 6HHDragonsPage

6&68$WKOHWH3URßOH
Huskies’ Kubes kicks off a life story
Brian Gardner
ATHLETE PROFILE

Tony Kubes is a small town man:
he loves the country and the great
outdoors.
Kubes comes from New Prague,
“Where everyone knew everyone,”
Kubes said.
He grew up with an older sister
and enjoyed the family trips they did
once a year.
“I would like to continue that
tradition when I have a family,” Kubes
said.
Kubes went to New Prague High
School, home of the Trojans. He
graduated with a class of 243 students. “I love the small town feel,”
Kubes said.
When growing up, Kubes spent
a lot of time with some of his close
friends; they were all on the same
traveling sport teams.
3]JM[MVRWaMLP]V\QVOIVLÅ[Ping, and even an occasional Vegas trip
with his friends.
While in high school, Kubes

wanted to be an accountant. Some of
his favorite subjects were math and
gym.
“I think I took all the gym classes
my school had,” Kubes said with a
grin.
Kubes looked up to his math
teacher, “The way he taught math
made the class that more interesting,”
Kubes said.
Kubes played football, basketball,
and baseball while in high school.
He loved playing football and
looked forward to his Friday night
games and the pep rallies in the gym
before the game.
Kubes played many positions
including punter and kicker.
Some of Kubes’ greatest personal
accomplishments have been playing football at a collegiate level and
becoming captain of the Huskies.
“Being chosen as a team captain
shows me that my team has trust in
me, that means a lot,” Kubes said.
Kubes also recalls important moments during his junior and senior
year of high school.
His team, the New Prague Tro-

jans, made it to the state tournament
for football and played at the Metrodome. Another memorable moment
for Kubes was when the SCSU football team made it to the second round
of the playoffs last season, but lost to
UMD in over time.
“Getting that far in the playoffs, I
think proved to the fans that we could
be a good team,” Kubes said.
Kubes was rigorously pursued by
North Dakota State, South Dakota
State, and Northern Iowa.
Kubes received a scholarship at
SCSU; he says he really liked the
athletic facilities that the school had
to offer and how the campus was laid
out.
In 2010, Kubes was named AllConference NSIC for the second year
and was named Academic All-NSIC
also for the second year.
In 2009 and 2010 Kubes was
named the SCSU Defensive of the
year.
Kubes was the Huskies’ leader in
tackles with 85. He also notched a
season high 11 tackles in a 31-26 win
over Winona

PHOTO COURTESY OF HUSKY ATHLETICS

Tony Kubes is a defensive back for the Huskies.
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